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NOW APPROVED

The first and only FDA-approved
treatment for Thyroid Eye Disease (TED)

TEPEZZA decreases proptosis, diplopia,
and the signs and symptoms of TED
without concomitant steroids1-3
SEE THE DIFFERENCE4

BASELINE
Proptosis: 25 mm

POST-TREATMENT (WEEK 24)
Proptosis: 21 mm

Real TEPEZZA patient treated in a clinical trial. Results shown are with no
surgical intervention. Individual results may vary. TEPEZZA met its primary
endpoint vs placebo in 2 randomized, placebo-controlled trials (P<0.01),
defined as proptosis responder rate at Week 24 (percentage of patients with
≥2-mm reduction in proptosis in the study eye from baseline).1-3,5

Learn more at TEPEZZAhcp.com
INDICATION
TEPEZZA is indicated for the treatment of Thyroid
Eye Disease.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
Warnings and Precautions
Infusion Reactions: TEPEZZA may cause infusion reactions.
Infusion reactions have been reported in approximately
4% of patients treated with TEPEZZA. Reported infusion
reactions have usually been mild or moderate in severity.
Signs and symptoms may include transient increases
in blood pressure, feeling hot, tachycardia, dyspnea,
headache, and muscular pain. Infusion reactions may occur
during an infusion or within 1.5 hours after an infusion. In
patients who experience an infusion reaction, consideration
should be given to premedicating with an antihistamine,
antipyretic, or corticosteroid and/or administering all
subsequent infusions at a slower infusion rate.
Preexisting Inflammatory Bowel Disease: TEPEZZA may
cause an exacerbation of preexisting inflammatory bowel
disease (IBD). Monitor patients with IBD for flare of disease.
If IBD exacerbation is suspected, consider discontinuation
of TEPEZZA.

Hyperglycemia: Increased blood glucose or hyperglycemia
may occur in patients treated with TEPEZZA. In clinical
trials, 10% of patients (two-thirds of whom had preexisting
diabetes or impaired glucose tolerance) experienced
hyperglycemia. Hyperglycemic events should be managed
with medications for glycemic control, if necessary.
Monitor patients for elevated blood glucose and symptoms
of hyperglycemia while on treatment with TEPEZZA.
Patients with preexisting diabetes should be under
appropriate glycemic control before receiving TEPEZZA.
Adverse Reactions
The most common adverse reactions (incidence ≥5% and
greater than placebo) are muscle spasm, nausea, alopecia,
diarrhea, fatigue, hyperglycemia, hearing impairment,
dysgeusia, headache, and dry skin.
Please see Brief Summary of Prescribing Information
for TEPEZZA on adjacent pages.
References: 1. TEPEZZA (teprotumumab-trbw) [prescribing information]
Horizon. 2. Data on File. Horizon, April 2019. 3. Smith TJ, Kahaly GJ,
Ezra DG, et al. Teprotumumab for thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy.
N Engl J Med. 2017;376(18):1748-1761. 4. Data on File. Horizon, January 2020.
5. Data on File. Horizon, December 2019.

TEPEZZA and the HORIZON logo are trademarks owned by or licensed to Horizon.
© 2020 Horizon Therapeutics plc P-TEP-00026 01/20

Table 1. Adverse Reactions Occurring in 5% or More of
Patients Treated with TEPEZZA and Greater Incidence
than Placebo

For injection, for intravenous use
Brief Summary - Please see the TEPEZZA package
insert for full prescribing information.
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
TEPEZZA is indicated for the treatment of Thyroid Eye Disease.
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Infusion Reactions
TEPEZZA may cause infusion reactions. Infusion
reactions have been reported in approximately 4% of
patients treated with TEPEZZA. Signs and symptoms
of infusion-related reactions include transient increases
in blood pressure, feeling hot, tachycardia, dyspnea,
headache and muscular pain. Infusion reactions may
occur during any of the infusions or within 1.5 hours
after an infusion. Reported infusion reactions are
usually mild or moderate in severity and can usually
be successfully managed with corticosteroids and
antihistamines. In patients who experience an infusion
reaction, consideration should be given to pre-medicating
with an antihistamine, antipyretic, corticosteroid and/
or administering all subsequent infusions at a slower
infusion rate.
Exacerbation of Preexisting Inflammatory Bowel
Disease
TEPEZZA may cause an exacerbation of preexisting
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Monitor patients with
IBD for flare of disease. If IBD exacerbation is suspected,
consider discontinuation of TEPEZZA.
Hyperglycemia
Hyperglycemia or increased blood glucose may occur in
patients treated with TEPEZZA. In clinical trials, 10% of
patients (two-thirds of whom had preexisting diabetes or
impaired glucose tolerance) experienced hyperglycemia.
Hyperglycemic events should be controlled with
medications for glycemic control, if necessary.
Monitor patients for elevated blood glucose and
symptoms of hyperglycemia while on treatment with
TEPEZZA. Patients with preexisting diabetes should
be under appropriate glycemic control before receiving
TEPEZZA.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following clinically significant adverse reactions are
described elsewhere in the labeling:
• Infusion Reactions [see Warnings and Precautions]
• Exacerbation of Inflammatory Bowel Disease
[see Warnings and Precautions]
• Hyperglycemia [see Warnings and Precautions]
Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying
conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in the clinical
trials of a drug cannot be directly compared to rates in the
clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the rates
observed in practice.
The safety of TEPEZZA was evaluated in two
randomized, double-masked, placebo-controlled
clinical studies (Study 1 [NCT:01868997] and Study 2
[NCT:03298867]) consisting of 170 patients with Thyroid
Eye Disease (84 received TEPEZZA and 86 received
placebo). Patients were treated with TEPEZZA (10 mg/kg
for first infusion and 20 mg/kg for the remaining 7 infusions)
or placebo given as an intravenous infusion every 3
weeks for a total of 8 infusions. The majority of patients
completed 8 infusions (89% of TEPEZZA patients and 93%
of placebo patients).
The most common adverse reactions (≥5%) that occurred
at greater incidence in the TEPEZZA group than in the
control group during the treatment period of Studies 1
and 2 are summarized in Table 1.

Adverse
Reactions

TEPEZZA
N=84
N (%)

Placebo
N=86
N (%)

Muscle spasms

21 (25%)

6 (7%)

Nausea

14 (17%)

8 (9%)

Alopecia

11 (13%)

7 (8%)

Diarrhea

10 (12%)

7 (8%)

Fatiguea

10 (12%)

6 (7%)

Hyperglycemiab

8 (10%)

1 (1%)

Hearing impairmentc

8 (10%)

0

Dysgeusia

7 (8%)

0

Headache

7 (8%)

6 (7%)

Dry skin

7 (8%)

0

a - Fatigue includes asthenia
b - Hyperglycemia includes blood glucose increase
c - Hearing impairment (includes deafness, eustachian
tube dysfunction, hyperacusis, hypoacusis and
autophony)
Immunogenicity
As with all therapeutic proteins, there is potential for
immunogenicity. The detection of antibody formation is
highly dependent on the sensitivity and specificity of the
assay.
In a placebo-controlled study with TEPEZZA, 1 of 42
patients treated with placebo had detectable levels of
antidrug antibodies in serum. In the same study, none
of the 41 patients treated with TEPEZZA had detectable
levels of antidrug antibodies in serum.
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
Risk Summary
Based on findings in animals and its mechanism of action
inhibiting insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor (IGF-1R),
TEPEZZA may cause fetal harm when administered to a
pregnant woman. Adequate and well-controlled studies
with TEPEZZA have not been conducted in pregnant
women. There is insufficient data with TEPEZZA use in
pregnant women to inform any drug associated risks for
adverse developmental outcomes. In utero teprotumumab
exposure in cynomolgus monkeys dosed once weekly
with teprotumumab throughout pregnancy resulted in
external and skeletal abnormalities. Teprotumumab
exposure may lead to an increase in fetal loss [see Data].
Therefore, TEPEZZA should not be used in pregnancy,
and appropriate forms of contraception should be
implemented prior to initiation, during treatment and for 6
months following the last dose of TEPEZZA.
If the patient becomes pregnant during treatment,
TEPEZZA should be discontinued and the patient advised
of the potential risk to the fetus.
The background rate of major birth defects and
miscarriage is unknown for the indicated population. In
the U.S. general population, the estimated background
risks of major birth defects and miscarriage in clinically
recognized pregnancies are 2-4% and 15-20%,
respectively.
Data
Animal Data
In an abridged pilot embryofetal development study, seven
pregnant cynomolgus monkeys were dosed intravenously
at one dose level of teprotumumab, 75 mg/kg (2.8-fold
the maximum recommended human dose [MRHD] based
on AUC) once weekly from gestation day 20 through the
end of gestation. The incidence of abortion was higher for
the teprotumumab treated group compared to the control
group. Teprotumumab caused decreased fetal growth
during pregnancy, decreased fetal size and weight at
caesarean section, decreased placental weight and size,
and decreased amniotic fluid volume. Multiple external
and skeletal abnormalities were observed in each
exposed fetus, including: misshapen cranium, closely set
eyes, micrognathia, pointing and narrowing of the nose,
and ossification abnormalities of skull bones, sternebrae,

carpals, tarsals and teeth. The test dose, 75 mg/kg of
teprotumumab, was the maternal no observed adverse
effect level (NOAEL).
Based on mechanism of action inhibiting IGF-1R,
postnatal exposure to teprotumumab may cause harm.
Lactation
Risk Summary
There is no information regarding the presence of
TEPEZZA in human milk, the effects on the breastfed
infant or the effects on milk production.
Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
Contraception
Females
Based on its mechanism of action inhibiting IGF-1R,
TEPEZZA may cause fetal harm when administered to
a pregnant woman (see Use in Specific Populations).
Advise females of reproductive potential to use effective
contraception prior to initiation, during treatment with
TEPEZZA and for 6 months after the last dose of
TEPEZZA.
Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness have not been established in
pediatric patients.
Geriatric Use
Of the 171 patients in the two randomized trials, 15%
were 65 years of age or older; the number of patients 65
years or older was similar between treatment groups. No
overall differences in efficacy or safety were observed
between patients 65 years or older and younger patients
(less than 65 years of age).
OVERDOSAGE
No information is available for patients who have received
an overdosage.
PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
Advise females of reproductive potential that TEPEZZA
can cause harm to a fetus and to inform their healthcare
provider of a known or suspected pregnancy.
Educate and counsel females of reproductive potential
about the need to use effective contraception prior to
initiation, during treatment with TEPEZZA and for 6
months after the last dose of TEPEZZA.
Infusion-related reactions
Advise patients that TEPEZZA may cause infusion
reactions that can occur at any time. Instruct patients to
recognize the signs and symptoms of infusion reaction
and to contact their healthcare provider immediately for
signs or symptoms of potential infusion-related reactions.
Exacerbation of Inflammatory Bowel Disease
Advise patients on the risk of inflammatory bowel disease
(IBD) and to seek medical advice immediately if they
experience diarrhea, with or without blood or rectal
bleeding, associated with abdominal pain or cramping/
colic, urgency, tenesmus or incontinence.
Manufactured by:
Horizon Therapeutics Ireland DAC
Dublin, Ireland
U.S. License No. 2022
Distributed by:
Horizon Therapeutics USA, Inc.
Lake Forest, IL 60045
TEPEZZA and the HORIZON logo are trademarks owned
by or licensed to Horizon.
© 2020 Horizon Therapeutics plc L-TEP-00018 01/20
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Testing Recommended

2019

I read with great interest “A PuzDeluged by Data
zling Pediatric Tumor” (Morning
Rounds, December). The presentation of an 8-year-old with retinoblastoma was nicely described
as was the differential diagnosis
to be considered in this setting. As
an ocular oncologist who treats
this cancer, I believe that one
comment should be corrected. The authors state: “Although
it was not confirmed whether Emily’s tumor was caused by a
germline or somatic mutation, based on presentation it can be
assumed that it was likely somatic.”
This is a common fallacy that my colleagues and I (and
others) have addressed. While it is correct that somatic mu
tations in the RB1 tumor suppressor gene will only produce
unilateral disease, the inverse is not always true and cannot
be assumed. In fact, approximately 15% of children without
a family history of retinoblastoma who present with unilateral,
unifocal retinoblastoma will have a germline (or mosaic)
RB1 mutation. The second misperception is that age at
presentation can be used to stratify the risk of a germline
mutation. In this case, the assumption is that because Emily
is 8 years old and has unilateral disease, she could not have
the germline form. In our study,1 we evaluated 182 patients
with unilateral retinoblastoma who presented to Children’s
Hospital Los Angeles over a 27-year period and identified
32 patients with a germline or mosaic mutation in the RB1
gene. Of these patients, 44% were diagnosed between 25 and
130 months of age, and the oldest patient to have a confirmed germline mutation was 120 months (10 years!) old.
There are significant consequences for a germline (or mosaic) RB1 mutation including a risk of secondary nonocular
tumors as an adult and risk of passing the mutation to future
offspring. Unfortunately, our service has treated multiple
children with retinoblastoma whose parents had unilateral
disease, were not genetically tested, and were incorrectly
advised that they could not pass the mutation on. Our recommendation is for RB1 mutation testing of the leukocytes
(peripheral blood) on every child with retinoblastoma, but
it is most critical for children with unilateral disease and we
would recommend testing for Emily.
Jesse L. Berry, MD
Associate Director of Ocular Oncology
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, USC Roski Eye Institute
Keck School of Medicine
The Struggle to Stay Current

Reply

I would like to thank Dr. Berry for pointing out the importance of testing all children for the RB1 germline mutation
regardless of age or unilateral presentation of retinoblastoma. The patient described in the case report was tested soon
after presentation and had the somatic mutation.
Steve Gerber, MD
South Bend, Ind.

Eye Emergency!
Who’s On Call?
MORNING ROUNDS

A Puzzling Pediatric Tumor
CURRENT PERSPECTIVE

Optometry

01_Cover_F.indd 1

Another Alternative to PE

11/14/19 8:29 AM

1 Berry JL et al. Ophthalmic Genet. 2018;39(3):407-409.

I was disappointed to read “Alternatives to Private Equity for
Ophthalmology Practices” (Practice Perfect, December). After
20 column inches on the specifics behind merging with or
being acquired by other practices or larger entities, there was
a single sentence stating that remaining independent was also
an option: “If the practice is doing well financially, satisfying
the needs of patients and physicians, and there isn’t any imminent threat to the practice in the marketplace, the owners
may decide to remain independent.”
I think it is irresponsible for EyeNet to put forth the position that practices that wish to avoid being bought out by
private equity have only two realistic options: merging or
being acquired. And I do not believe that only practices that
are “doing well financially” and without “imminent threat to
the practice in the marketplace” can remain independent and
under the control of their physician owners.
To address exactly this fear, my colleagues and I have
created a management services organization (MSO) called
Associated Eye Care Partners (AECP) to provide expertise
and support for any eye care group whose strategy is to remain
independent from merger with, or acquisition by, any other
entity. Comprehensive EyeCare Partners in Las Vegas is
another MSO with a similar mission, and there are probably
more. The hope of these MSOs is that by providing practices
with help or expertise in strategic planning, human resources, compliance, finance, information technology, health
information management, or any of the myriad issues that
continually come up in practice administration, we can allow
the physician owners to keep control and ownership of the
businesses that they have built.
Gary S. Schwartz, MD, MHA
Cochair and Executive Medical Director,
Associated Eye Care Partners
Stillwater, Minn.
Reply

“Alternatives to Private Equity for Ophthalmology Practices”
was aimed at practices that want to consolidate but don’t want
to do a deal with private equity. As Dr. Schwartz pointed out,
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and as discussed in this month’s Opinion (page 15), with the
right strategies and resources in place, many practices can
continue to maintain their independence.
Rethinking Call Duty
“Who’s on Call? Emergency Care Crisis Looms” (Clinical
Update, December) was timely. For most ophthalmologists,
responding to the emergency department (ED) and in-patient
hospital consultation requests is not effective. It diverts attention away from medical and surgical ophthalmology. It is not
a way to generate new patients for the office. Moreover, most
ophthalmologists already see emergencies out of their offices,
instead of directing them to hospital EDs. Care rendered in
the office is more cost-effective than ED care.
Hospital bylaws outline a call obligation in general
language. However, the application varies among attending
physicians. Some are paid for call; others are not. Due to this
unequal treatment, there may be uncertainty as to whether
the call schedule is binding. ED service contracts are now
being written to clarify responsibilities and remuneration.
The amount of call is factored into employment offers.
Light call or no call is often sought: In one contract that I
heard of recently, the new hire only had two call days per year!
In many institutions, senior ophthalmologists and retina
specialists may be excused from call. It can be argued that
retina physicians should not be saddled with ED call since
they make themselves available to general ophthalmologists
for emergencies.
While the tradition of the unpaid ED obligation is being
questioned, we need to remember that our medical colleagues
and patients need our help. With privilege comes responsibility. “Who’s on Call? Emergency Care Crisis Looms” points
out many ways that we can try to meet this challenge.
Lawrence Stone, MD
Louis A. Weiss Memorial Hospital
Chicago
Statewide On-Call Scheduling Platform
With regard to “Who’s on Call? Emergency Care Crisis Looms”
(Clinical Update, December), emergency call is not easy or
fun, yet it is the fuel that makes the American medical system
work. Americans expect to be taken care of when a medical
emergency occurs, no matter the time of day or night. The
Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) was passed by Congress in 1986; it states that any patient
who presents to an emergency department (ED) must be
triaged regardless of ability to pay.
As Alaska’s only oculoplastic surgeon, I have been taking
voluntary call without compensation for more than 25 years.
Out of the need to protect my sanity, I gathered a team to
design, build, and launch CallDR, an EMTALA physician oncall scheduling platform. CallDR is now deployed in the largest hospital in Alaska and networked throughout the state in
22 out of 24 EDs (including all three hospital sectors—military, native/public health, and private). Providence Hospital
14
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in Anchorage has become the hub, as it houses, operates, and
maintains all the equipment and is home base for the medical specialists who cannot be found elsewhere in the state for
referrals and patient transfers. There simply will never be a
full-time ophthalmologist, neurosurgeon, or cardiothoracic
surgeon in Nome, Sitka, or Adak. These communities need
help reducing delay in finding the appropriate physician when
an emergency occurs.
By sharing the call schedule, which historically has been
siloed and kept secret, CallDR has improved internal and
external hospital communications. Now nurses on the floors,
ED physicians, consultants in their offices, technicians, and
outside facilities know who is available and can communicate with them through either an internal or external secure,
encrypted messaging system. CallDR can be accessed from
a desktop on the floor, in the ED, or in a clinician’s office as
well as via smartphone. Patient information can be sent by
multiple avenues, including video, audio, and text.
When CallDR was installed over a year ago, some physicians balked, thinking that it would increase liability costs,
malpractice risk, or the already burdensome work that comes
with call. The program threatened a way of life, and we initially encountered a great deal of resistance and hostility. But as
time has gone by, those same physicians have now embraced
the program. It makes call life easier and more efficient. It even
helps them avoid coming into the ED or hospital, as many
clinical questions can be answered through text or dialogue.
Analysis of the data supports our contention that CallDR
is reducing delay of patient care, improving patient experiences, and helping doctors do their jobs more efficiently.
Currently we have over 7,200 logins per month, and we have
seen a 90% reduction in phone calls to the ED asking who is
on call—from over 800 phone calls per day to fewer than 80
per day. We have over 235 logins per day, with the greatest
number coming from ICUs. Patient transfers occur with less
friction from outside hospitals since patient data is communicated more
effectively.
WRITE TO US. Send letters to
We now are
EyeNet Magazine, AAO, 655 Beach
implementing an
Street, San Francisco, CA 94109;
alert cascade for
e-mail eyenet@aao.org.
disaster management and mass
casualties, as during the November 2019 earthquake (7.1
magnitude), hospital leadership realized that it doesn’t take
much to overwhelm hospitals. Volunteer response teams
work better if the teams have information telling them where
and what kind of medical resources are needed most.
If you would like more information, please leave a message
in the Comments area of this article at aao.org/eyenet.
Carl E. Rosen, MD
CEO of CallDR and
President of Ophthalmic Associates
Anchorage, Alaska
For more about ED call, see “OMIC Tip: Emergencies and

After-Hours Calls,” page 48.

Opinion
RUTH D. WILLIAMS, MD

Can My Practice Remain Independent?

U

ntil recently, most ophthalmology practices were
small, private, and independent. Then, over the last
decade, pharmaceutical companies, insurers, health
systems, and pharmacy benefit managers consolidated at
an accelerated rate. A common assumption—that bigger
is better—created pressure to grow larger ophthalmology
practices for survival. Some groups were acquired by inte
grated health systems while others acquired smaller prac
tices or merged. In the last three years, dozens of groups have
been purchased by private equity (PE), and many more are
considering this option. Despite the buzz about PE, most
ophthalmologists are still in private practice. These physi
cians ask, “Can my practice remain independent?”
The pressure to sell a practice or to be acquired by a large
health system arises from three factors: the increased com
plexity of managing a medical group, the perceived need
for strategic growth, and the transfer of equity in a mature
business. Each of these issues must be addressed if a group
chooses to remain independent.
Historically, ophthalmology groups were small and often
family-owned businesses. An office manager could submit
claims, oversee the technicians, manage cash flow and payroll,
and perform HR tasks. Today, each aspect of health care
management requires expertise. Both small and large oph
thalmology practices must hire or develop employees with
specialized skills (and be realistic about the expense of keep
ing well-trained managers). And while some ophthalmolo
gists want to concentrate on their own expertise—providing
quality eye care—and leave the business of medicine to
others, those who wish to remain independent must embrace
both. A successful independent practice must have one or
several physician-owners who are committed to running an
efficient and well-managed business, which requires a lot of
additional work, reading, and networking.
A second issue that must be addressed while charting the
course of independence is strategic growth. Amazingly, 26%
of ophthalmologists are still in solo practice.1 While some
may choose to remain solo, all must analyze the local market
and be knowledgeable about their practice’s viability. Many
groups seek to grow through geographic expansion and/
or adding physicians, especially an array of subspecialists.

Groups that wish to remain independent must define that
growth strategy and dedicate resources for making it happen.
Like all growth, strategy is the first step, but implementation
requires resources and a lot of old-fashioned hard work.
As for the retirement of senior partners, this
is perhaps the main driver for consider
ing PE. Although it is a thorny issue,
the question of how to transfer
the equity of a well-run, mature
practice is a wonderful problem
to have. It reflects the savvy,
commitment, and resources
that the senior partners ded
icated to building a great busi
ness. Maintaining a practice’s
independent status requires
careful succession planning and
commitment to that plan from all
colleagues, senior and junior.
A valuable exercise is to map out the
scenario of selling to PE versus remain Ruth D.
ing independent. In doing so, junior
Williams, MD
partners get an education in what’s re
Chief Medical
quired to remain independent. It’s also
Editor, EyeNet
imperative that independent groups
cultivate leadership among younger partners, as the task of
running a practice takes decades to learn. When they really
understand what’s involved, they can make a more informed
decision about whether they wish to stay the course (with
the requisite work and investment) or support a move to sell.
It will be interesting to look back in 20 years and reflect
on which practice model did the best at providing superb
ophthalmic care and nurturing well-run medical practices.
I predict that some private and some PE-owned groups will
achieve these goals—and some of each will fail. For now, it’s
important that ophthalmologists understand that the key
issues that drive consideration of PE are the same issues that
must be addressed to remain independent.
And yes, you can remain independent.
1 2017 American Academy of Ophthalmology Practice Environment Survey.
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Current Perspective
DAVID W. PARKE II, MD

How Wide Is the Academy’s Lane?

O

ne of the heavily used (and overused) aphorisms
for 2019 was “stay in your lane.” It became a popular
phrase in health care when, in November 2018, the
American College of Physicians issued a policy statement
labeling gun violence a “public health crisis” and calling
for attention to and research on the subject. The National
Rifle Association responded that “someone should tell selfimportant antigun doctors to stay in their lane.” Hundreds
of physicians responded in social media posts that providing
emergency care for patients with gunshot injuries was their
lane.
EyeNet Chief Medical Editor Ruth Williams wrote a wonderful column in the November 2019 issue entitled #This
IsMyLane, and she noted the Academy’s formal endorsement
of recommendations designed to address firearm-related
injuries. Since the Academy’s action, 34 other major medical
societies have added their endorsements.
Whenever the Academy (or any medical society) promulgates a policy statement on any topic, it does so out of a sense
of professional responsibility. And it does so not as a kneejerk response to a specific event, but only after careful and
evidence-driven consideration and with a vote of the Board
of Trustees. Every time an issue comes up, the question arises,
“Is this an appropriate issue for an Academy policy?” Put
another way: “How wide is our lane?”
How do ophthalmologists view the lane? Over the years,
I’ve heard from ophthalmologists who believe that the Academy should opine only on the education of ophthalmologists
or federal payment policy. Others believe our lane should
be so broad as to include any subject of national interest,
including (for example) nuclear weapons nonproliferation.
Some view the Academy’s responsibility as being only to
member ophthalmologists. Others believe it should include
patients. Some believe its scope should be limited to U.S.
health care–related issues, and others believe it encompasses
issues that relate—even indirectly—to health and well-being
anywhere on the globe.
In recent years, members have written requesting that the
Academy formally issue a policy statement on subjects as
diverse as vaccination, women’s reproductive issues, genderbased harassment, LGBTQ issues, climate change, landmines,
16
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sex trafficking, and immigration (to name just a few). As
you can imagine, with 32,000 members—both domestic and
international—the views are quite diverse.
As ophthalmology’s overarching society, the Academy
leads the profession of ophthalmology and
provides its voice. To opine on every
controversy, regardless of its correlation with eye care, serves only to
dilute our impact and diminish
the power of our voice on
the central issues of greatest
importance. On the other
hand, to consider only issues
that focus on the direct and
personal interests of ophthalmologists wastes tremendous
opportunity to function as a
change agent, and it devalues our
potential impact. It also projects us
as parochial and self-absorbed.
The issue of timing can be critical as David W.
well. If an organization makes a policy
Parke II, MD
determination before the specifics and
Academy CEO
potential unintended consequences of
an issue have been analyzed, it risks being obligated to reverse a decision. On the other hand, waiting until every other
stakeholder has opined risks being irrelevant.
There are some places we don’t go. For example, the Academy does not endorse candidates for national office.
So how wide is the Academy’s lane? There are no inviolable lane markers. The lane will be determined by the priorities of individual members; by committees and task forces
made up of individual practicing ophthalmologists; and by
state and subspecialty societies that all reach out to the Academy with concerns and recommendations. The Academy will
balance its twin responsibilities of responding to individuals
and leading a profession of 32,000 ophthalmologists. The
Academy Board of Trustees will make judicious and responsible policy decisions intended to advance our mission and
will act to ensure that our opinion, once articulated, has an
impact.

News in Review
C O M M E N TA R Y A N D P E R S P E C T I V E
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RETINA

Bioengineered RPE
Developed for Dry
AMD

American Academy of Ophthalmology

A BIOENGINEERED MONOLAYER OF

retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), lying
atop a synthetic Bruch membrane, can
be safely and accurately implanted beneath sections of retina that have been
damaged by geographic atrophy.1
Researchers at the University of
Southern California (USC) in Los
Angeles hope this proof-of-principle
clinical trial might be a step toward
the first surgical treatment that could
prevent, and perhaps reverse, the vision
loss caused by the dry form of agerelated macular degeneration (AMD),
said researcher Mark S. Humayun, MD,
PhD, at USC.
Study specifics. For this phase 1/2a
safety study, lead coauthor Amir H.
Kashani, MD, PhD—along with Dr.
Humayun and the research team—implanted 3.5 × 6.25 mm sheets of parylene (a polymer) carrying polarized
human embryonic stem cell–derived
RPE into the eyes of 15 people with dry
AMD.
In their report on the surgical, anatomic, and early safety outcomes of the
procedure, the researchers noted the
following:
• Using a special tool, the proprietary
ultrathin carrier for the RPE cells could
be folded and successfully inserted
through an approximately 1-mm
sclerotomy into a dissected retinal

BEFORE AND AFTER. Area of GA measured (1A, 2A) before and (1B, 2B) after implantation. In each case, most of the GA area is covered by the implant, signifying
surgical success. Black outline = area of GA; blue outline = optic disc.

pocket, where the device remained
stable perioperatively.
• The implantation failed in a 16th
patient, apparently because of accumulated debris in the subretinal space
during a long surgery.
• Intraoperative optical coherence tomography (iOCT) aided the surgeon in
placing the device directly underneath
the area of retinal damage, but iOCT
was not necessary.
• The most common adverse events
in the intra- and perioperative period
were mild to moderate subretinal hemorrhages, which were asymptomatic.
• Surgical times ranged from 121-466
minutes (mean, 160 minutes), and they
improved sufficiently with experience
to suggest that the procedure could be
performed on an outpatient basis.

Analysis of outcomes in the 15
patients after one year of follow-up is
expected to be complete in time for
presentation later this year at AAO
2020, Dr. Humayun said. An earlier
report on the study’s first four successful implantations suggested that the
replacement RPE might carry visual
benefits,2 but data analysis needs to be
completed on all implants for at least
one year, he added.
Why an implant? This approach
to ameliorating the vision loss of dry
AMD differs in important ways from
the approaches taken by others, Dr.
Humayun said. For instance, why not
inject RPE cells in suspension into
these eyes? “Because other companies have looked at [injections] and
determined that the cells don’t line up,
EYENET MAGAZINE
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1 Kashani AH et al. Ophthalmol Retina. 2020;4(3):
264-273.
2 Kashani AH et al. Sci Transl Med. 2018;10(435).
Relevant financial disclosures—Dr. Humayun:
Regenerative Patch Technologies: C,O,P; USC: E,P.
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Safety Update:
Ocular Anesthesia
ALTHOUGH ANESTHESIA-RELATED

malpractice claims are relatively rare,
serious injuries do occur. A retrospective review of the Ophthalmic Mutual
Insurance Company (OMIC) database
yielded 63 anesthesia-related closed
claims by 50 patients, or 2.8% of total
claims against OMIC’s ophthalmologists, between 2008 and 2018.1
“The review provides clarity about
where we can make improvements,”
said Michael Morley, MD, ScM, at
Ophthalmic Consultants of Boston and
Harvard Medical School.
What went wrong? Globe perforation (n = 17) was the most common
complication, followed by death (n =
13) and retrobulbar hemorrhage resulting in blindness (n = 7). Other adverse
outcomes included optic nerve damage
and vascular occlusions.
A clear majority of cases involved
18
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job is to focus on these avoidable injuries using proven quality improvement
methodology. The goal is to develop
systems and workflows that lower the
chance or opportunity of error and
harm.”
Procedure-specific consent forms,
including those for anesthesia-related
potential complications, are available at
www.omic.com.
—Miriam Karmel
PERFORATION. This patient developed
endophthalmitis and retinal detachment following globe perforation during
periocular anesthesia.

1 Morley M et al. Ophthalmology. Published
online Dec. 25, 2019.
Relevant financial disclosures—Dr. Morley: None.

PEDIATRICS

either retrobulbar or peribulbar anesthesia (64%; n = 16 each). General
anesthesia was an alleged factor in four
deaths, and sedation a factor in five.
The role of medical comorbidities.

Nearly half the claims (48%) were associated with cataract surgery, followed
by retina procedures (24%). Although
the study wasn’t structured to assess the
inherent risk of assorted surgical procedures, Dr. Morley said type of surgery
may not matter as much as the type of
anesthesia or the severity of a patient’s
comorbidities. All but one of the 13
deaths occurred in patients who had
preexisting significant comorbidities,
notably diabetes and/or cardiovascular
disease.
Avoiding adverse events. Although
the researchers acknowledged that it
is impossible to reduce the risk of anesthesia-related complications to zero,
they provided a list of 10 recommendations for minimizing risk. Among
them:
• Use the least invasive method of
anesthesia when possible.
• Evaluate new anesthesia providers’
skills in administering needle-based
blocks.
• Consider pre-op testing and health
optimization for patients with serious
comorbidities or active medical problems.
• Manage perioperative anticoagulants in concert with the patient’s other
physicians.
Bottom line. “Ophthalmic anesthesia
is generally very safe, but some patients
undergo avoidable anesthesia-related
complications,” Dr. Morley said. “Our

Handheld SD-OCT
Validated in Infants
HANDHELD OPTICAL COHERENCE

tomography (OCT) is a useful tool for
imaging retinal thickness in infants. But
is it a reliable one?
Researchers at Duke University in
Durham, North Carolina, found that
measurements taken with a handheld
spectral-domain OCT (SD-OCT)
system match the reproducibility and
reliability of those taken with tabletop
SD-OCT machines.1 “We are happily
surprised by this finding. We were
actually expecting less reproducibility
with handheld OCTs,” said Xi Chen,
MD, PhD. She added, “Many factors
could affect measurements in handheld
OCT, including—but not limited to—
alignment, hand motion, and infant eye
movement.” However, those problems
did not arise.
Handheld versus tabletop. For this
retrospective review, the researchers
included 21 unsedated preterm infants
whose foveas were imaged with the
handheld device (Envisu C2300, Leica/
Bioptigen). Those results were compared to 25 adults scanned with tabletop SD-OCT (Leica/Bioptigen).
Central foveal thickness (CFT)
measurements were analyzed by both
an expert grader and a typical grader
(defined as one who was certified but
had less experience).
Agreement with some variation.
There was excellent agreement between
expert and typical graders on measurements from either imaging system. The

The American Society of Retina Specialists. For full credit, see this article in aao.org/eyenet.

they don’t line up right side up, and
they tend to clump rather than form a
polarized monolayer in the subretinal
space where they are needed,” Dr. Humayun said. “We felt very strongly that
we needed to implant these cells in the
subretinal space on a scaffold.”
The parylene material of the scaffold
had to be custom engineered to mimic
Bruch membrane, to be permeable
to molecules that RPE cells require to
survive, he said. “It allows the exchange
of nutrients across the membrane.”
Potential role. If intravitreal injections eventually gain approval for
treatment of dry AMD, they might be
used to prevent progression, Dr. Humayun said. “But if a patient has already
progressed to a certain level of vision
loss, or their disease is not really being
slowed down, then you would need an
implant to treat their condition.”
—Linda Roach

CXL: Not for Fungal Keratitis?
SOME CORNEA SPECIALISTS ARE ALREADY USING

corneal cross-linking (CXL) plus antifungal medications to treat moderate filamentous fungal ulcers. But
a recent study suggests that this strategy may be
ineffective.1 Moreover, CXL in these patients may result
in decreased visual acuity (VA).
Although some evidence has suggested potential
benefits of CXL for treating bacterial and fungal keratitis, “more robust evidence was necessary,” said Jennifer
Rose-Nussbaumer, MD, at the University of California,
San Francisco.
As a result, she said, “We designed this trial to
evaluate the benefit in fungal keratitis,” which can be
particularly challenging to treat.
Study design. The study was conducted at Aravind
Eye Hospital in Madurai, India. Out of 403 patients with
smear-positive ulcers, 111 were randomized to one of
the following four treatments: 1) topical natamycin 5%
alone, 2) topical natamycin plus CXL, 3) topical amphotericin B 0.15% alone, and 4) topical amphotericin plus
CXL.
The primary outcome of the trial was microbiological cure at 24 hours on repeat culture. Secondary outcomes included best spectacle-corrected VA (BSCVA)
at three weeks and three months; percentage of study
participants with epithelial healing at three days, three
weeks, and three months; infiltrate or scar size at three

graders did, however, find a greater
range in infant CFT measurements
compared with adults. This was expected because of foveal changes during
development. In premature infants, the
fovea is shallow, the retinal layers are

weeks and three months; and adverse events.
Outcomes. The researchers found no benefit to adjuvant CXL in the treatment of filamentous fungal ulcers.
“Specifically, we found no improvement in microbiological cure including culture and smear, no improvement
in infiltrate or scar size, no increase in the percentage
epithelialized at three weeks or three months, and
no difference in
1.4
adverse events,”
they stated. These
1.2
results did not
1
vary depending on
0.8
whether patients
0.6
received natamycin or amphoter0.4
icin.
0.2
Moreover, the
0
results suggest
Baseline
3 Weeks Time
3 Months
that adjuvant
Natamycin
Amphotericin
Natamycin+CXL
Amphotericin+CXL
CXL may have a
negative effect
IMPACT ON VISION. Vision declined
on VA. At three
in all treatment arms after controlling
weeks, BSCVA
for baseline BSCVA.
was approximately
2.2 Snellen lines worse among those receiving CXL; at
three months, BSCVA in those receiving CXL was approximately 3.2 Snellen lines worse. The reason for this
is unclear, the researchers said.
—Arthur Stone
Visual Acuity (logMAR)

CORNEA

1 Prajna NV et al. Ophthalmology. 2020;127(2):159-166.
Relevant financial disclosures—Dr. Rose-Nussbaumer: None.

thin, and there is a lack of photoreceptor sublayers. As the fovea matures, it
deepens and the retinal layers thicken.
Despite these distinctions in the developing eye, it was notable how reproducible CFT measurements were, Dr.
Chen said.

Duke Eye Center

Multiple
applications.

IN THE CLINIC. (Left) Cynthia A. Toth, MD, oversees the assessment of a child with handheld SD-OCT at Duke.

The results have
implications for
clinical use as well
as for studies,
particularly when
evaluating infants,
uncooperative
children, and bedridden adults.
At Duke, pediatric ophthalmol
ogists and pediatric retina spec

ialists have become more reliant on
handheld SD-OCT to evaluate the retina
and optic nerve in infants and young
children, both in the clinic and the OR.
On another front, a prospective
study is underway comparing handheld
and tabletop instruments in healthy
adult volunteers. Handheld instruments could be used in adults who are
bedbound or in the ICU as well as in
those who otherwise cannot cooperate
or follow instructions.
Regarding the current study, Dr.
Chen said, “Although it was limited
by its retrospective nature, it provided
promising results and paved the foundation for future studies evaluating the
infant retina.”
—Miriam Karmel
1 Wang KL et al. PLoS One. Published online Dec.
11, 2019.
Relevant financial disclosures—Dr. Chen: None.

See the financial disclosure key, page 11. For full disclosures, including category descriptions, view this News in Review at aao.org/eyenet.
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New This Year!
Registration and
Hotels Open
Earlier Than Ever
April 8 (Academy and AAOE members)
April 22 (Nonmembers)
aao.org/registration
aao.org/hotels

Join Us in Las Vegas
AAO 2020
November 14 – 17
Subspecialty Day
November 13 – 14
AAOE Program
November 13 – 17
ASORN Nursing Program
November 13 – 14

Opening Session Keynote:
Malcolm Gladwell
Malcolm Gladwell is the author of six New York Times
bestsellers, has been included in the TIME 100 Most
Influential People list and is touted as one of Foreign
Policy’s Top Global Thinkers.
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March 2020

Kong et al. assessed the incidence of
herpes zoster ophthalmicus (HZO)
and explored potential relationships
between HZO and age, sex, race, and
geographic region. They found that
the incidence of HZO climbed 3.6%
annually from 1994-2018 in the United
States and that female and white individuals were at greatest risk.
This claims-based and electronic
health record dataset included patients
with a new ICD-9 or ICD-10 code for
herpes zoster and HZO in the OptumLabs Data Warehouse. The incidence
rate of HZO was calculated by calendar
year, 10-year age group, gender, race,
and region. Main outcomes were differences in incidence rate throughout the
15-year study period.
Of the 633,474 reported cases of
herpes zoster, there were 49,745 (7.9%)
cases involving the eye. During this
period, the annual incidence of HZO
increased by approximately 1.1 case
per 100,000 person-years (p < .001);
the estimated relative increase was
3.6% annually. The incidence of HZO
increased in all but the youngest age
group until 2007 and then started
declining for those under 21 and older
than 60. The incidence rate stabilized in
21- to 30-year-olds and increased less
dramatically in 31- to 60-year-olds.
Women had a higher incidence rate
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Prevalence of Herpes Zoster
Ophthalmicus

than men (44.5 vs. 33.1 cases
per 100,000 person-years,
respectively), and incidence
rates by race were 43.1 for
whites, 32.2 for blacks, 30 for
Asians, and 27.5 for Hispanics. Individuals in northeastern states were most likely
to be affected by HZO, while
those in western states were
least likely.
Given the possible shift
in HZO burden toward middle-aged people, “it is crucial
for clinicians to support vaccination
efforts for individuals 50 years of age
and older,” the authors said.
DV
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Cataract Surgery: Volume and
Complications
March 2020

Using 10-year data from the Swedish
National Cataract Register, Zetterberg
et al. evaluated cataract surgery volume
and compared it with surgical outcomes.
They found that the rate of complications dropped as surgeons’ caseloads
increased.
For this retrospective study, the
change in operation volume over time
was determined for individual surgeons.
The annual incidence of capsule complications was compared with the operation volume of individual surgeons
and clinical units. Outcomes of interest
included the number of procedures
performed, the proportion of capsule
complications, and changes in surgical
volume and complication rates.
The analysis showed that the

number of surgeons who performed at least
500 procedures
per year (defined
as “high volume”)
rose from 15% to
34% during the
study timeline.
The proportion of
cataract procedures performed
by high-volume
surgeons was
36.9% in 2007, which increased to
68.1% by 2016. The mean annual
incidence of capsule complications
decreased as the number of per-surgeon cases increased. In 2016, the rate
of these complications was 2.15%
for low-volume surgeons (10-99
extractions/ year), 1.32% for medium-volume surgeons (100-499 extractions/year), 0.59% for high-volume
surgeons, and 0.48% for surgeons who
performed at least 1,000 procedures
annually. The incidence of capsule
complications decreased gradually
over time, from 1.5% in 2007 to 0.8%
in 2016. No significant correlation
was found between the rate of capsule
complications and the surgical volume
of clinical units.
The authors noted that while surgery for advanced cataracts presents a
greater risk for capsule complications,
the study was not adjusted for case mix,
and higher-volume surgeons operated
on patients with better best-corrected visual acuity (a surrogate for less
advanced cataracts). Moreover, in addiVolume 127 | Number 3 | March 2020
Elsevier | ISSN 0161-6420
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tion to the potential effect of increased
volume, the authors noted that other
factors likely contribute to the lower
complication rate, including advancements in technology and the fact that
more patients are undergoing cataract
surgery at an early stage of the disease.

fications of the Universal Protocol, particularly concerning upstream errors
and poor communication during time
outs, may help prevent future errors.
—Summaries by Lynda Seminara

Ophthalmology Retina
Selected by Andrew P. Schachat, MD

Medical Errors and Surgical
Confusion
March 2020

Macular Findings Point to
Immunoproliferative Disorder
March 2020

Parikh et al. evaluated medical errors
in ophthalmic surgery as well as their
incidence, root causes, and effects on
patients and physicians. They found
that episodes of surgical confusion often related to the use of incorrect IOLs
in cataract surgery and that the most
common cause of confusion was an
inadequately performed or erroneous
time-out assessment. Nearly two-thirds
of errors were deemed preventable.
For this retrospective study, the
researchers included 143 cases of oph
thalmic surgical confusion identified
during a 12-year period by the New
York State Health Department or by
closed-case files of the Ophthalmic
Mutual Insurance Company. Main outcomes included error types, incidence
rates, impact, causes, and preventability.
In two-thirds of the cases (95 of
143; 66.4%), the confusion involved
implantation of the wrong IOL in
cataract surgery. Thirty-three (34.7%)
of these could not have been prevented
by the Universal Protocol. Other errors
were incorrect eye blocks or anesthesia
(20 cases [14%]), wrong eye (10 cases
[7%]), and inaccurate refractive surgery
measurements (six cases [4.2%]).
The most common cause of confusion was an inadequately performed
time out; this was responsible for nearly
a third of the errors. The second most
common cause—incorrect IOL order
or calculation before surgery (“upstream” errors)—accounted for more
than a fifth of cases. The average legal
indemnity was greatest for incorrect
medication ($284,000), followed by
erroneous refractive surgery measurement ($123,125), wrong IOL choice
($57,514), and performing the wrong
procedure ($50,000).
The authors noted that minor modi22
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Smith et al. evaluated four patients with
neurosensory macular detachment and
asymptomatic monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance
(MGUS). They found that angiographically silent and treatment-resistant
submacular fluid may point to an
underlying immunoproliferative subset
of MGUS, which they term monoclonal
gammopathy of macular significance. In
addition, they found that the condition
developed into malignant disease in
three of the four patients. Given this
heightened risk of malignancy, they
recommend that patients with neurosensory macular detachment not attributable to known causes should undergo
serum protein analysis.
For this retrospective case series, the
researchers gathered clinical, laboratory,
and imaging findings for four patients
with refractory serous macular detach
ment associated with MGUS. Two of
the patients were diagnosed incidentally with MGUS by their primary
care team while being followed up for
chronic submacular fluid; the others
were diagnosed after their retina specialist ordered specific laboratory tests
for immunogammopathy.
Of eight eyes, seven demonstrated
neurosensory macular detachment with
treatment-resistant submacular fluid
and vitelliform material. None of the
involved eyes showed signs of significant hyperviscosity retinopathy, and
no definite leakage was evident on fluorescein angiography. All four patients
were resistant to treatments aimed at
resolving the subretinal fluid, including
anti-VEGF drugs, photodynamic therapy, and topical dorzolamide.
Three of the four patients underwent malignant transformation (two to

multiple myeloma, and one to lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma). The fourth
patient remained free of any malignancy eight years after diagnosis.
This case series illustrates that MGUS
may rarely be associated with sub- and
intraretinal fluid that is angiographically silent. The authors hypothesize that
preexisting chorioretinal disease—and,
in some patients, genetic factors—may
predispose patients with MGUS to
macular fluid accumulation, and they
recommend lab evaluation for immunogammopathy in patients who have
serous macular detachment that cannot
be attributed to known causes.
—Summary by Jean Shaw

American Journal of
Ophthalmology
Selected by Richard K. Parrish III, MD

Deep Learning Algorithm for
Glaucoma Diagnosis
March 2020

Jammal et al. compared diagnostic
performance of human graders to
predictions generated by a machineto-machine deep learning algorithm
trained to quantify retinal nerve fiber
layer (RNFL) damage.
The algorithm was trained with
RNFL thickness parameters from spectral-domain optical coherence tomography. It was then applied to a subset
of 490 fundus photos of 490 eyes (370
subjects) that had been graded by two
glaucoma specialists for the probability of glaucomatous optic neuropathy
(GON) and estimates of cup-to-disc
(C/D) ratios. Spearman correlations
with standard automated perimetry
(SAP) global indices were compared
between the human gradings and the
RNFL thickness values predicted by
the algorithm. The area under the
receiver operating characteristic curves
(AUC) and partial AUC for the region
of clinically meaningful specificity
(85%-100%) were used to compare the
ability of each output to discriminate
eyes with repeatable glaucomatous SAP
defects versus eyes with normal fields.
The algorithm-predicted RNFL
thickness had a significantly stronger
absolute correlation with SAP mean

deviation (rho = 0.54) than the probability of GON given by human graders
(rho = 0.48; p < .001). The partial AUC
for the algorithm was significantly
higher than that for the probability of
GON by human graders (partial AUC =
0.529 vs. 0.411, respectively; p = .016).
The researchers concluded that the
algorithm outperformed human graders in detecting signs of glaucomatous
visual field loss on fundus photographs.
They pointed out that the algorithm
provides objective and quantitative
assessment of neural damage that
potentially could be used for glaucoma
diagnosis and screening, thus avoiding
the biases and labor of human subjective gradings. However, they advised
that further refinement is desirable
before the algorithm can be applied to
either clinical or screening settings.

of the optic radiations that are adjacent
to the lateral ventricle and carry visual
impulses to the visual cortex; a secondary trans-synaptic degeneration of the
retinogeniculate axons produces cupping similar to that seen in glaucoma.
The authors emphasize that PVL
should be added to the differential diagnosis of NTG when there is a history
of prematurity. Similarly, when NTG
is suspected, the clinician should be
careful to obtain a birth history. Careful
examination of the optic nerve will
assist in differentiating the two conditions. Specifically, horizontal cupping
with minimal or no nasal displacement
of vessels and superior optic nerve
thinning with inferior VF defects should
raise suspicion of PVL.
—Summaries by Arthur Stone

Periventricular Leukomalacia
and Pseudoglaucomatous
Cupping

Selected and reviewed by Neil M.
Bressler, MD, and Deputy Editors

JAMA Ophthalmology

operating characteristic curve (AUC) of
quality indices with image reliability.
Overall, 406 OCTA images (from
234 eyes) were included in this study.
Of these, 221 (54.4%) were 6-mm
scans, and 185 (45.6%) were 3-mm
scans. At least one artifact was detected in 395 images (97.3%). An artifact
severe enough to affect the reliability of
quantitative output was present in 217
images (53.4%). The most common
artifacts were shadow (26.9%), defocus
(20.9%), and movement (16%). Although artifact prevalence did not vary
by imaging system or scan protocol, the
types of artifacts differed. The commercially recommended quality index
thresholds had an AUC of 0.80 to 0.83,
sensitivity of 97% to 99%, and specificity of 37% to 41% for reliable images.
The findings suggest that artifacts
affecting quantitative output of OCTA
devices are highly prevalent at this
time. (Also see related commentary by
David Sarraf, MD, and SriniVas Sadda,
MD, in the same issue.)

March 2020

Prevalence, Types, and Severity
of OCTA Artifacts

Groth et al. set out to describe two
young patients with a history of prematurity who presented with enlarged
cup-to-disc ratio, normal intraocular
pressure, retinal nerve fiber layer thinning superiorly, and visual field (VF)
defects inferiorly and homonymously.
The authors explained that, as advances in perinatal care have improved
survival for premature babies, many
will later present to clinicians who
may be unaware of the relationship of
cupping, field defects, and prematurity
—and who may diagnose manifest or
suspected normal tension glaucoma
(NTG). However, the correct diagnosis
may be periventricular leukomalacia
(PVL), a structural loss of white matter
pathways that carry visual information
from the lateral geniculate bodies to the
visual cortex.
For this case series, the authors
illustrated the pseudoglaucomatous
cupping related to PVL with optic disc
photographs. Coronal and sagittal
magnetic resonance images of the PVL
patients’ brains, along with those from
normal controls, were used to illustrate
the loss of white matter. These periventricular white matter pathways are part

February 2020

Ocular Changes: Spaceflight
Versus Bed Rest

Artifacts on optical coherence tomographic angiography (OCTA) images
can lead to misinterpretation of the
scans in clinical trials and real-world
settings. Holmen et al. evaluated the
prevalence and types of these artifacts
and assessed their impact on image
reliability. They found that more than
half the study images had an artifact
affecting the reliability of quantitative
output. The most common artifacts
were shadow, defocus, and movement.
For this cross-sectional study, the
authors acquired OCTA images from
multiple multicenter clinical trials and
submitted them to the Wisconsin Fundus Photograph Reading Center during
a three-year period (2016-2018). The
images had been captured with commercially available OCTA systems in
accordance with the appropriate scan
protocol (3 × 3 mm or 6 × 6 mm). The
specific types of artifacts were assigned
a severity grade, based on involvement
of cross-sectional OCT and the area of
OCT grid affected. Primary outcomes
were the prevalence and severity of artifacts, as well as area under the receiver

February 2020

Optic disc edema is a risk for all
astronauts and is most common in
lengthy spaceflights. Laurie et al.
looked at whether the ocular changes
in individuals exposed to a groundbased analogue of weightlessness
would be similar to those observed in
astronauts. Since intracranial pressure
(ICP) is higher when the head is tilted
downward than when it is in a supine
position, the authors hypothesized that
the magnitude of optic disc edema and
choroidal thickening may be greater
during bed rest than in spaceflight.
They found that peripapillary total
retinal thickness became greater during
bed rest than in spaceflight—and that
choroidal thickening developed only
during spaceflight.
For this cohort study, the researchers
enrolled 11 healthy civilians and 20
astronauts. The civilian participants
were examined before, during, and after
30 days of strict bed rest with the head
tilted 6 degrees downward, while the
astronauts were examined before and
EYENET MAGAZINE
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during approximately 30 days of spaceflight. Main outcome measures were
peripapillary total retinal thickness
and peripapillary choroid thickness,
determined from optical coherence
tomography images.
Participants on bed rest had a
greater increase in peripapillary total
retinal thickness than did the astronauts
(mean difference of 37 μm; p = .005).
Conversely, choroidal thickness did
not increase with bed rest but did in
spaceflight (mean difference of 27 μm;
p < .001). The authors posit that the
mild long-term elevation in ICP that
occurs with bed rest may explain the
differences in optic disc edema between
the study groups. Gravitational gradients that remain present during bed
rest may prevent choroidal thickening;
during spaceflight, there are no such
gravitational gradients.
Despite the possibility that different mechanisms may underlie optic
disc edema development in different
conditions, use of the terrestrial model
of spaceflight-associated neuro-ocular
syndrome will help in developing effective countermeasures for protecting
astronauts’ eyes during space missions,
said the authors. They emphasized that
replication of their findings is needed
and that identifying the factors underlying these differences should provide
new insight into the mechanisms of optic disc edema in astronauts. Although
both groups have long-term mild
elevation of ICP, the authors surmise
that small differences in ICP between
the two settings may dictate the severity
of optic disc edema. (Also see related
commentary by Ari Shinojima, MD,
PhD, in the same issue.)
Using AI to Characterize Central
VF Loss in End-Stage Glaucoma
February 2020

Wang et al. used artificial intelligence
(AI) to quantitatively identify and classify patterns of central visual field (VF)
loss in chronic glaucoma. They found
that the patterns in end-stage glaucoma
may be subtype specific and that the
initial sign of central VF deterioration
is likely to be nasal loss. In most of the
identified patterns, at least part of the
24
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inferotemporal region was preserved.
The authors collected retrospectived data from five U.S. glaucoma
services for a 15-year period. Central
VF patterns were determined by an
unsupervised AI algorithm that the
authors termed “archetypal analysis.”
An advantage of this form of AI is its
ability to determine representative VF
patterns lying at the corners of the
data space. The identified VF patterns
closely resemble those identified by
physicians, and the findings are easy to
interpret.
The researchers also performed
longitudinal analyses to investigate
whether central VF loss affects certain
vulnerability zones. Their cutoff point
for end-stage glaucoma was 24-2 VF
mean deviation (MD) of –22 dB.
Altogether, there were 2,912 reliable
10-2 VFs (1,103 eyes of 1,010 patients),
which were measured after end-stage
24-2 VFs. The mean (standard deviation) age of patients was 70.4 (14.3)
years, and the 10-2 MD was –21.5 (5.6)
dB. Fourteen central VF patterns were
determined, including temporal-sparing patterns (27.5%), mostly nasal loss
(25.4%), hemifield loss (15.3%), central
island (10.9%), total VF loss (8.3%),
nearly intact field (5.1%), and others
that occurred less frequently.
Location-specific analyses demonstrated two major zones of involvement: superonasal (more vulnerable)
and inferotemporal (less vulnerable).
Follow-up at one and two years showed
that new defects were more common
in the superonasal zone and that initial
encroachments on an intact central
VF were more likely nasal related. One
pattern of nasal loss had a high risk of
shifting to total VF loss by two years.
The zone-related findings of this
study corroborate those of the Hood
model. The early-onset nasal loss is
analogous to the known nasal step
patterns in early glaucoma, as measured by the 24-2 VF test. The authors
emphasized that learning more about
nasal loss may shed light on the pathophysiologic mechanism responsible for
the onset of central VF deficiency. (Also
see related commentary by Paolo Brusini,
MD, in the same issue.)
—Summaries by Lynda Seminara

Other Journals
Selected by Prem S. Subramanian,
MD, PhD

Smartphone Tonometer
Effective in Measuring IOP
British Journal of Ophthalmology
Published online Dec. 23, 2019

Wu et al. evaluated the accuracy of a
novel smartphone tonometer. They
found that the intraocular pressure
(IOP) measurements taken with their
prototype were roughly equivalent to
those obtained via other tonometers
used in clinical practice, with the best
correlation seen using Goldmann applanation tonometry (GAT).
The tonometer used in this study
clamps onto an iPhone 6 that aligns
with the camera and flash. It uses fixed
force applanation in conjunction with a
machine-learning computer algorithm
to calculate IOP. For this proof of concept study, the researchers enrolled 81
patients (162 eyes) at a university glaucoma clinic. Topical fluorescein/benoxinate (Fluress) was applied to both eyes
of each patient, and IOP was measured
by trained ophthalmic technicians, first
using GAT and then the smartphone
device. A subset of 38 patients also were
evaluated with other tonometers.
Of the 162 smartphone recordings
obtained from the 162 eyes, the machine learning algorithm was successful
in processing 92 (56.8%). Of these,
90 (97.8%) were within ±5 mm Hg of
GAT, and 58 (63%) were within ±2 mm
Hg of GAT. The mean difference for
IOP measurements of the smartphone
tonometer versus the other tonometers
was +0.24 mm Hg for GAT, –1.30 for
Tono-Pen, –1.39 mm Hg for iCare, and
–3.71 mm Hg for pneumotonometry.
The authors noted that a smartphone-based tonometer such as theirs
complements other smartphone attachments and applications to facilitate a
portable ophthalmological examination, which may improve access to eye
care in resource-poor regions.
―Summary by Arthur Stone
MORE ONLINE. For an
additional summary, see this
article online at aao.org/eyenet.
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Management of Iris Melanoma

W

Courtesy of Carol L. Shields, MD

ith melanoma, more than
any other cancers we deal
with, the size of the lesion
is important,” said Carol L. Shields,
MD, at Wills Eye Hospital in Philadelphia. Fortunately, iris melanomas
tend to be discovered at a small size,
sometimes even when they’re still hiding out as a nevus. In part, this explains
why the five-year relative survival rate
is over 95%, the highest of the uveal
melanomas.1
General ophthalmologists know
that the responsibility for identifying
suspicious lesions often falls to them.
To review the differential diagnosis and
potential red flags, see “Differentiating
Iris Pigmented Lesions: A Primer” in
last month’s EyeNet.
The strategies for treating iris melanoma depend on tumor size, location,
and shedding of pigment. Small tumors
without dispersed pigment are candidates for resection. Radiotherapy can
be used to treat most iris melanomas,
but enucleation may be necessary for
patients who have tumors that have shed
pigment diffusely and secondary glaucoma. All of these treatments have high
success rates, according to Dr. Shields.
Management Is a Partnership
Regardless of the specific treatment
approach, management begins with a
frank conversation with the patient. It’s
always a risk-benefit analysis on how

1A

1B

1C

1D

RESECTION. (1A-C) Growth of iris melanoma leading to (1D) resection.

to treat and even whether to biopsy,
according to Alison H. Skalet, MD,
PhD, at the Casey Eye Institute in Portland, Oregon. You may see two patients
with identical-appearing lesions, and
they may choose different approaches.
“It’s a partnership,” she said.
Timothy S. Fuller, MD, at Texas
Retina Associates in Dallas, begins
by laying out the top three priorities.
These are 1) saving the patient’s life,
because iris melanoma can spread to
the liver, lungs, and other organs;
2) saving the eye, if possible; and

BY GABRIELLE WEINER, MS, CONTRIBUTING WRITER, INTERVIEWING
TIMOTHY S. FULLER, MD, CAROL L. SHIELDS, MD, AND ALISON H. SKALET,
MD, PHD.

3) saving as much vision as possible
(including in the unaffected eye). “Once
we establish that framework, helping
the patient to understand our hopes
and goals, then we talk about the options,” said Dr. Fuller.
Likely because Dr. Fuller is in a retina
practice, he also has to reset patients’
expectations when it comes to treatment. He repeatedly hears, “Can’t you
just laser this?” Many of his patients are
surprised when they learn that treatment isn’t that simple.
When to Wait?
Because iris melanomas carry a lower
risk for metastatic disease than melanomas arising in the choroid or ciliary
body, and because iris melanomas that
EYENET MAGAZINE
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Advantages.

The patient avoids
the risk for glau
coma, radiationrelated cataracts,
and corneal epitheliopathy,
according to
Dr. Shields.
Disadvantages.

2A

2B

2C

2D

Resection runs
the risk of leaving
some of the tumor
behind. “Incompletely resected
iris melanoma
poses an increased
RADIOTHERAPY. (2A, B) Diffuse iris melanoma with (2C, D)
risk for spread
compared with
plaque radiotherapy.
patients who have
completely resected tumors or tumors
common treatment approach for iris
treated with radiation,” said Dr. Skalet.
melanoma, according to Dr. Skalet.
When to Resect?
After resection, there can also be distorA typical case, said Dr. Shields,
If a small tumor has shown growth but
tion of the iris architecture and cosmewould be a patient who comes in with
has not seeded, then you can consider
sis issues, Dr. Fuller added. In addition, documented growth of a pigmented iris
an iris resection to remove the lesion
as with any intraocular surgery, there is melanoma; you do gonioscopy and see
entirely, according to Dr. Fuller. Dr.
a risk for cataract formation, although
that it has seeded into the angle. “Once
Shields explained, “You can create a
that risk is higher with radiation theraa tumor has seeded, we have to either
large scleral flap, open up the eye, cut
py, he said.
irradiate or remove the eye because
out the tumor, sometimes even put a
each one of those seeds can produce a
little suture in to close the [surgical]
When to Irradiate?
tumor.” Most seeding is seen inferiorly
hole you created in the iris, and put the If a smaller tumor has seeded or the
—as particles break off the tumor and
flap down to close the eye. The patients tumor is large, plaque brachytherapy
float in the aqueous humor, gravity
do beautifully without seeing one ray of (most commonly with Iodine-125
pulls them down, she said.
radiation.”
radiation) is preferred. This is the most
The procedure involves temporarily
implanting a brachytherapy device carrying radiation seeds by sewing it to the
sclera, covering the cornea to ensure
Whether to Biopsy
coverage of any area where the tumor
is located, said Dr. Skalet. There are two
Iris melanoma is sometimes confirmed with fine-needle aspiration biopsy,
surgeries, one to implant the device, the
though it’s not standard because of the associated risks. Dr. Shields finds it
other to explant it after the treatment
helpful for two reasons. First, cytology can show whether the cells are spindle,
dose has been delivered. 			
mixed, or epithelioid cell type. The latter is the most aggressive. Diffuse melWhile the plaque is in place, the paanoma, which grows flat, like crabgrass, all over the iris and changes the iris
tient is radioactive, Dr. Skalet said. Decolor to brown because of all the pigment dusting it, tends to be epithelioid.
pending on which state you live in, you
Second, the biopsy sample can be used for molecular prognostic testing,
may be required to admit the patient to
which can predict how aggressive the cells in the tumor might be. Mutations
the hospital. In some states, patients are
on chromosomes 3 and 8 carry a risk for metastatic disease and tend to be
given self-sequestering instructions and
associated with epithelioid cell type. Gene expression profile testing can also
are allowed to leave with a lead shield
be performed to help predict how a tumor may behave, with class 1B and 2 tuover the eye to reduce the radiation, she
mors carrying increased risk for spread outside the eye. For patients with high
noted.
cytogenetic risk, Dr. Shields may prescribe sunitinib, a protein kinase inhibitor.
Very recently, Dr. Shields had a
Large studies on choroidal melanoma patients with mutations on chromopatient with a superotemporal iris
somes 3 and 8 have demonstrated a reduction in risk for metastatic disease
melanoma that had seeded the whole
with six months of sunitinib.1
inferior angle. She covered the entire
1 Valsecchi ME et al. Ophthalmology. 2018;125(2):210-217.
cornea plus 2 mm to 3 mm on each
26
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Courtesy of Carol L. Shields, MD

are at higher risk for spread are associated with specific findings, some small
iris melanomas may be managed with
close observation. This determination
is complex and involves a discussion
of risk with patients. Comprehensive
ophthalmologists who suspect an iris
melanoma should refer the patient to
an ocular oncologist for evaluation
and discussion of options, including
observation versus surgical or radiation
treatment.
“Wait and watch is sometimes an
option for low-grade iris melanomas,
especially those without seeding,
confined to the iris only, and without
associated glaucoma,” said Dr. Fuller.
This is because of the assumed low
rate of metastasis and because of the
potentially deleterious side effects of
definitive treatment.

side with a radioactive plaque. “It can
be uncomfortable for the patient, so we
create a Gundersen flap, which covers
the plaque to hold it steady on the
surface of the eye, preventing movement,” said Dr. Shields. “If the plaque
does not move, the patient will be more
comfortable.”
Advantages. “Plaque brachytherapy
is highly successful because it’s relatively
easy to confirm that you have good
placement of the radiation, unlike when
irradiating the posterior chamber,”
said Dr. Fuller. Ensuring good coverage
reduces the likelihood of leaving areas
untreated, he said.
Disadvantages. In the short term,
plaque brachytherapy is highly inflam
matory, creating surface changes on the
cornea that can be quite painful. In the
long run, however, most patients tolerate the procedure well, said Dr. Fuller.
When to Enucleate?
If you see a very large melanoma or
diffuse seeding in the angle, producing
secondary glaucoma, then enucleation
is the optimal approach. Why is this the
case? “Because,” said Dr. Shields, “the
other two treatments aren’t going to do
anything for the glaucoma, and the eye
is just going to go down the tubes—
loss of vision, high pressure, corneal
epitheliopathy—if we do anything but
enucleation.”
What Comprehensive Ophthalmologists Need to Know
1. Take photos. Images are critically
important because growth is one of
the key factors in treatment decisions.
“I really appreciate when a patient
comes with historical photographs that
we can use to help determine the best
treatment approach,” said Dr. Skalet.
“In specialist clinics, we use slit-lamp
photography, gonioscopy photography,
and ultrasound biomicroscopy. In most
offices, those might not be available.
But, nowadays, there are a lot of ways
of taking good photographs, even
without a slit-lamp camera. Getting the
best images you can—even if it’s with
a smartphone—or sending a patient
for a consultation with a specialist who
can take good baseline photographs
and measurements with an ultrasound

will inform future management,” she
emphasized.
2. Be cautious about glaucoma
surgery. Tube shunts and microinvasive

glaucoma surgery should be avoided
in patients with unilateral glaucoma
and an iris pigmented lesion, said Dr.
Shields, who urged glaucoma specialists
to refer patients to an ocular oncologist
to rule out melanoma before surgery.
3. And be cautious about cataract
surgery. Be aware of when to pursue

cataract surgery in a patient who needs
it but has had an iris melanoma. “I generally request that patients wait at least
two to three years after radiation before
having cataract surgery,” said Dr. Fuller,
“because we want to be sure the tumor
is completely regressed and not active.”
He then gives advice to the comprehensive ophthalmologist who is doing
the cataract surgery about placing the
haptics of the lens away from where the
tumor was.
4. Be aware of radiation side effects.

Comprehensive ophthalmologists are
most involved with iris melanoma
patients when they are dealing with
residual effects from radiation, such
as dry eye, healing of the conjunctiva
that could create some dry patches
on the cornea, or cataract formation
in phakic patients. Dr. Fuller always
reminds his patients and their comprehensive ophthalmologists that, after
radiation, the lens capsule is at greater
risk for rupture, raising the risk of any
procedure down the line.
1 www.cancer.net/cancer-types/eye-cancer/
statistics. Accessed Dec. 14, 2019.
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Pentosan Polysulfate Maculopathy:
An Elusive Masquerader

Piecing Together the Puzzle
Used to prevent irritation of the bladder
wall, pentosan polysulfate sodium (PPS;
Elmiron) is the only FDA-approved
oral prescription medication for interstitial cystitis. The drug has been on the
market for more than 20 years, and
doctors have prescribed it for hundreds
of thousands of patients, said Nieraj
Jain, MD, at Emory Eye Center in
Atlanta.
Typical presentation. Patients with
PPS maculopathy can have fairly normal visual acuity—even 20/20, said Dr.

Jain. “But patients tend to suffer from
significant subjective visual problems,
such as trouble reading or adjusting
to dim lighting, glare, and blind spots.
In advanced stages, the condition can
lead to profound disability, with some
patients meeting the criteria for legal
blindness.”
On imaging, you see an expanding
maculopathy that involves the optic
disc as well as the entire posterior pole,
said Stephen T. Armenti, MD, PhD, at
the Kellogg Eye Center in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. As the condition advances,
added Dr. Pennesi, you start seeing
severe loss of the retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE) with photoreceptor
loss. “It can be widespread, extending
beyond the macula to the far periphery,” he said.
Risk factors. “Long-term exposure
seems to have the strongest correlation
so far,” said Dr. Pennesi. “This makes
sense since most toxicities are related
to dosage or duration.” Interestingly, a
recent retrospective study of medical
claims data found no significant association between PPS use and a diagnosis
of macular disease at five years.2 Although this appears to contradict earlier reports, it is still consistent, said Dr.
Jain. He noted that very few patients in
this cohort used the drug for as long as
five years; in fact, the mean duration of
use was less than one year.
By contrast, in another recent study
of claims data, Dr. Jain and colleagues

BY ANNIE STUART, CONTRIBUTING WRITER, INTERVIEWING STEPHEN T.
ARMENTI, MD, PHD, NIERAJ JAIN, MD, AND MARK E. PENNESI, MD, PHD.
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COLOR FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHY. Paracentral pigment clumps amid a background of yellow subretinal deposits.

identified a significant association
between PPS use and macular disease
at seven years.3
Dr. Jain and his team have looked
at average daily dose by body mass
and ideal body weight; and they have
explored other possible risk factors,
including race, a history of smoking or
other medications, and problems with
the kidney, liver, or spleen—due to the
way the drug is metabolized. Yet, they
have not identified an association.
Other factors at play? There is
variability in patients’ responses to the
drug. “In a fairly small cohort of 35 patients,4 we saw a patient who had been
on a relatively low cumulative dose in
the past who subsequently had a phenotype of maculopathy after being off
the medication for several years,” said
Dr. Armenti. Other patients have taken
a higher dose for a longer time but have
relatively mild disease, he said. “It is

Courtesy of Nieraj Jain, MD

A

t first blush, pentosan polysulfate maculopathy may look like
a pattern dystrophy or agerelated macular degeneration (AMD).
Dig deeper, however, and something
unique emerges.
“The discovery of pentosan toxicity
was a very astute observation by one
of our former fellows, Nieraj Jain,” said
Mark E. Pennesi, MD, PhD, at the Casey
Eye Institute in Portland, Oregon. “Dr.
Jain noticed a cluster of patients with
a curious pattern dystrophy who also
happened be on pentosan polysulfate.”
Dr. Jain investigated other patients who
had been on the drug and found more
cases,1 and he reached out to a number
of colleagues who found similar cases.
Then began the process of working
to confirm causality, as well as the presentation, scope, and mechanism of
action of this specific condition.

Courtesy of Nieraj Jain, MD

likely other factors are playing a role
that we’re not yet aware of.”
Progression after cessation. In an
unpublished retrospective study of 12
patients followed for a median of one
year after drug cessation, Dr. Jain and
colleagues did not see any reversal of
the disease. “In fact, the majority of
patients reported that their visual
symptoms continued to worsen.” Dr.
Pennesi offers two possible explanations
for this: The drug may get sequestered
in the RPE or may bind to something,
creating a reservoir effect. Alternatively,
irreversible cell damage may begin, but
it may take a long time to fully materialize.
Mechanism of action. Several
groups, including Dr. Jain’s, are conducting animal studies to determine
the underlying mechanism of action.
“We know this drug is a macromolecule
similar to glycosaminoglycans,” said Dr.
Jain. “It is a highly negatively-charged
compound, which causes it to bind to
positively-charged molecules, and this
could play a role. From the clinical imaging studies we’ve done, we think the
primary site of damage is at the level of
the RPE or possibly at the interphotoreceptor matrix.”
Regardless, the condition fills in a
missing piece of the pattern dystrophy
puzzle, said Dr. Pennesi. “For the many
patients with inconclusive genetic test
results, we have long suspected that
there were either more genes that we
hadn’t yet discovered or there was some
other acquired cause.”
What You Will—and Won’t—See
This condition can easily be missed, not
only because visual acuity is often fairly
good but also because fundus findings
tend to be subtle, said Dr. Jain.
Fundus photography. “With fundus
photography, you can see some very
subtle pale-yellow or even orangish
deposits deep in the macula,” said Dr.
Jain. “Hyperpigmented spots may be
present around the fovea, but they
don’t stand out as being very prominent.”
Optical coherence tomography
(OCT). “In combination with fundus

autofluorescence, macula OCT is helpful in finding the outer retinal and RPE

changes that you see with this disease
and in differentiating from the typical
findings seen in macular degeneration,”
said Dr. Armenti.
Near-infrared fundus reflectance
(NIR). With NIR, you can see a pattern

of hypo- and hyperreflective abnormalities in the posterior pole, said Dr. Jain.
“However, this imaging modality often
reveals nonspecific changes that may
make it difficult to distinguish between
different conditions.”
Fundus autofluorescence (AF).

With fundus AF, said Dr. Armenti,
PPS maculopathy produces a pattern
of hypo- and hyperautofluorescent
spots throughout the macula, which
extends throughout the posterior pole
and can expand over time—a sign of
RPE dysfunction.
Fundus AF imaging best captures
the subtle manifestation of this condition and the extent of the diseased tissue, added Dr. Jain, describing a “wow”
effect from viewing fundus AF images
after observing relatively subtle findings
in the clinic. “In cases where the disease
involves the peripapillary retina,” he
said, “we identified a unique, fairly consistent feature—a hypoautofluorescent
ring around the optic disc. This helps
distinguish the condition from common hereditary maculopathies.”
Multimodal imaging. Dr. Jain noted

FUNDUS AUTOFLUORESCENCE IMAG
ING. A dense pattern of hyper- and
hypoautofluorescent spots that involves
the fovea.

that integrating information from multiple imaging modalities may be necessary, especially since PPS maculopathy
can mimic both hereditary maculopathies and AMD. It can be particularly
hard to distinguish it from AMD, he
said, because the two conditions share
similar demographics—usually middle-aged or older white women.
Multimodal imaging is very helpful,
agreed Dr. Pennesi. “Near-infrared
reflectance is useful for seeing the
characteristic bright deposits. Short
wavelength autofluorescence is useful for seeing a pattern of changes in
deposits and RPE dropout. Combined
with a history of medication use, these
two modalities can allow you to make
a fairly confident diagnosis.”

Watch for PPS Maculopathy
Here are some tips for spotting pentosan toxicity.
Scan medication lists. Look for PPS and add it to your list of the drugs you
ask about whenever a patient has macular pathology, said Dr. Pennesi.
Beware the mimics. “If a patient has an atypical form of AMD or a pattern
dystrophy, or if the ‘AMD patient’ is young, put this condition on your differential,” said Dr. Jain.
Cast a broad net. Consider asking all patients with atypical maculopathy
whether they are on this drug, said Dr. Armenti. “Otherwise, the topic may
not come up unless the patient has a history of interstitial cystitis, the drug
appears on a medication list, or specific signs show up on a fundus exam or
retinal imaging.”
Know that effects can continue after the drug is stopped. Dr. Armenti
pointed to an example of a patient with concerning features on the fundus
exam and OCT. “I had to dig way back in the history to help her remember
that she was on this medication for a short time more than 15 years ago.”
Consider referring PPS suspects to retina experts. They may have greater
access to the advanced fundus imaging technology needed to confirm a diagnosis, said Dr. Jain.
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found PPS no more effective
than placebo,5 the Royal
College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists no longer
recommends its use. As Dr.
Pennesi noted, a placebo
OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY. Irregularity
effect often can be seen with
to the outer retinal bands with a focal thickening
the different therapies used
of the retinal pigment epithelium temporal to the
to treat chronic conditions
fovea.
such as interstitial cystitis.
While this is often harmless,
Minimizing the Risks
“if something can cause toxicity, you
Hydroxychloroquine maculopathy has
have to rethink how you manage the
robust screening guidelines promoted
disease,” he said.
by the Academy, said Dr. Jain. Although
When signs of toxicity appear.
there isn’t yet enough data to formalize
“If a patient on this medication has
similar PPS screening guidelines, he
any signs of toxicity, we disclose that
does offer some recommendations.
the drug is a suspected cause of macInformal screening guidelines. “We
ulopathy,” said Dr. Armenti. “We also
recommend that all patients initiated
encourage the patient to speak with the
on a long-term treatment course unurologist about whether to continue or
dergo a baseline screening exam, which stop the medication, or whether to try a
includes a dilated fundus exam, color
different treatment.”
fundus photography, fundus AF imagWhen Dr. Pennesi sees evidence of
ing, and OCT imaging of the macula,”
toxicity, he also asks patients whether
said Dr. Jain.
the drug is making a difference and
In addition, patients with underlying
whether they really need to take it. “We
macular disease should use caution in
also explain that the longer they stay
starting on this drug, he said. Patients
on it, the worse things may get, so they
who do proceed with a long-term
really need to weigh the risks versus the
course should have repeat screening
benefits.”
with the same fundus imaging within
So far, there is no known treatment,
five years of being on the drug, and
said Dr. Jain.
annually thereafter. He added that these
guidelines are likely to evolve as we
1 Pearce WA et al. Ophthalmology. 2018;125(11):
learn more about the condition.
1793-1802.
Case-by-case assessments. “Given
2 Ludwig CA et al. Ophthalmology. Published
that data regarding risk are continuing
online Nov. 4, 2019.
to emerge, it’s hard to make a specific
3 Jain N et al. Br J Ophthalmol. Published online
recommendation about screening and
Nov. 6, 2019.
stopping the drug,” said Dr. Armenti.
4 Hanif AM et al. JAMA Ophthalmol. Published
He manages patients on a case-by-case
online Sept. 5, 2019.
basis, in part, by assessing how the
5 Nickel JC et al. J Urol. 2015;193(3):857-862.
patient weighs the risk of worsening
cystitis against the possible risk of
Dr. Armenti is a clinical lecturer at the University
maculopathy.
of Michigan and ophthalmologist at the Kellogg
“Without more information, I can’t
Eye Center in Ann Arbor, Mich. Relevant financial
yet really make a clear recommendation disclosures: None.
for those taking the drug that have no
Dr. Jain is assistant professor of ophthalmology
signs of toxicity,” said Dr. Pennesi. It’s
at Emory University in Atlanta. Relevant financial
also not possible to tell patients that
disclosures: None.
stopping the drug will prevent penDr. Pennesi is associate professor of ophthalmoltosan toxicity, added Dr. Armenti.
ogy at the Casey Eye Institute at Oregon Health &
A placebo effect? Although some
Science University in Portland. Relevant financial
patients swear by the drug, there is some disclosures: None.
controversy about its efficacy. Based
See disclosure key, page 11. For full disclosures,
on a randomized controlled trial that
see this article at aao.org/eyenet.
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Myopic Choroidal Neovascularization

M

Tel Aviv Medical Center, Ophthalmology Department

yopia and pathologic myopia
(PM) are among the leading
causes of visual impairment
in the world. One of the most feared
complications of myopia or PM is the
development of choroidal neovascularization (CNV). High myopia is defined
as an axial length greater than 26.5 mm
or refractive error greater than –6 D.
Pathologic myopia is defined as the
presence of structural changes due to
axial elongation in eyes with high myopia. Other clinical findings associated
with PM include posterior staphyloma, lacquer cracks, tessellated fundus,
tilted optic disc, and straightened and
attenuated vessels. It is now recognized
that myopic CNV can occur in patients
with any degree of myopia, even in the
absence of characteristic degenerative
retinal changes.1

The relationship between
the degree of myopia and
CNV is not fully understood;
in one study, 5.2% of eyes
with axial length greater than
26.5 mm were found to have
CNV.3

1

3

2

4

Genetics
Although some information
is available regarding the
genetics of PM, the genetic
factors specifically associated
with the development and
presentation of myopic CNV MYOPIC CNV. (1) Early phase of FA shows hyperare not yet fully understood.
fluorescence due to leakage, suggestive of active
One study found a correlatype 2 (classic) CNV. (2) SD-OCT shows a highly
tion between the COL8A1
reflective area above the RPE, corroborating type
gene and the presence of
2 CNV. (3, 4) OCTA with segmentation of the outer
myopic CNV. Interestingly,
retinal layers shows an irregular, tangled CNV
this gene encodes chains of
pattern.
collagen type VIII, one of the
Epidemiology
major components of Bruch membrane cause mechanical stress, with retinal
The reported prevalence of myopia and and choroidal stroma. Mutations in
damage and imbalance of proangiogenic
PM is highest in East Asian countries,
this gene might lead to the structural
and antiangiogenic factors resulting in
with reported rates around 40%.2 Acchanges frequently observed in patients
CNV. The axial elongation promotes
cording to a comprehensive systematic
with PM. Alterations in SERPINF1, the
alteration in collagen proteins that subliterature review of English-language
gene that encodes pigment epithelium– sequently leads to degenerative changes
studies, PM is present in 3% of the
derived factor, may also be related to
in the retina, choroid, and sclera. A
global population.2
CNV progression.5
chain of molecular and inflammatory
Myopic CNV has been reported
events may occur as a consequence of
in 5% to 11% of patients with PM.
Pathophysiology
this mechanical and structural stress.
Notably, 62% of these patients develIn addition to genetic factors, structural The amacrine cells in the retina are
oped CNV before the age of 50,3 and a
and hemodynamic mechanisms have
thought to play a part in this process.6
patient with a history of myopic CNV
been postulated to contribute to the
Compared to unaffected individuin one eye has an average risk of 34.8%
development of myopic CNV. Excessive als, patients with PM had significantly
for developing CNV in the fellow eye.4
elongation of the globe is presumed to
higher levels of inflammatory factors
such as high-sensitivity C-reactive protein and complement factors C3 and
BY DAVID PEREZ, MD, SHULAMIT SCHWARTZ, MD, AND ANAT LOEWENSTEIN,
CH50; these findings strongly suggest
MD. EDITED BY BENNIE H. JENG, MD, AND INGRID U. SCOTT, MD, MPH.
that inflammation is involved in myoEYENET MAGAZINE
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pic CNV. Another hypothesis suggests
that hemodynamic changes at the level
of the choroid lead to choroidal thinning and hypoperfusion, predisposing
to CNV development.2
Visual acuity (VA) can be impaired
even in the absence of funduscopic
changes typically associated with PM.
This may be attributable to excessive
stretching in the posterior pole, which
alters the arrangement of photoreceptors. In high myopia, the cones in
the nasal macula are aligned toward
the optic nerve, while those in the
temporal zone are aligned toward the
center of the pupil. This displacement
in directional sensitivity is known as
the Stiles-Crawford effect of the first
kind.7 Specifically, light that enters the
eye near the pupillary edge stimulates a
lesser photoreceptor response compared
with light of equal intensity that enters
the eye near the center of the pupil.
Diagnosis
Clinical findings. A diagnosis of

myopic
CNV should be considered for a middleaged myope who presents with sudden
vision loss, metamorphopsia, and typical funduscopic changes. Establishing a
diagnosis in an elderly patient is more
challenging because other conditions
that can lead to CNV, such as age-related
macular degeneration (AMD), may be
present. Nevertheless, some clinical
findings can help distinguish among
the conditions.
Staging. In 1998, Tokoro8 outlined
three stages of myopic CNV: active,
scar, and atrophic, defined according to
funduscopic and other clinical findings.
Active. In the active stage, patients
usually have sudden visual loss associated with a central scotoma or metamorphopsia; fundus changes include a
small, slightly elevated, grayish lesion
in the subfoveolar zone, although CNV
may also be seen in the juxtafoveal
zone. The neovascular membranes of
myopic CNV are typically less than
1,000 µm in diameter, and sub–retinal
pigment epithelium (RPE) fluid or
exudates are uncommon. In contrast,
AMD-associated CNV lesions are typically larger, are often associated with
hemorrhage and drusen, and may be
accompanied by sub-RPE fluid.
32
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Scar. In the scar phase, the CNV
regresses, and a characteristic hyperpigmented area known as a Fuchs spot
forms around the prior lesion. In this
phase, the patient experiences a period
of stabilization or transient improvement in VA. Patients with AMD, however, usually do not have VA improvement without treatment, and the pig
mentary changes seen in the fundus are
associated mainly with drusen.
Atrophic. Finally, in the atrophic
phase, further visual decline occurs.
Patchy and, over time, diffuse atrophy may be present in the macula.2 In
AMD, the areas of atrophy are more
prominent and confluent; additional
findings including drusen, pigment
epithelial detachment, and generalized
pigmentary changes will be present,
helping to differentiate AMD from
myopic CNV.
Differential diagnosis. Inflammatory
conditions such as multifocal choroiditis, presumed ocular histoplasmosis
syndrome, recent hemorrhage from
lacquer crack formation, idiopathic
CNV, and various hereditary disorders
including Best disease, reticular dystrophy, and retinitis pigmentosa should be
considered. Blunt ocular trauma with
choroidal rupture can also lead to CNV.
As noted above, AMD should always be
ruled out in elderly patients.
Imaging. Imaging studies can aid
in the differential diagnosis and help
avoid unnecessary treatment.
Fluorescein angiography (FA). On
FA, myopic CNV typically shows a
“classic” pattern, with hyperfluorescence in the early phase. Less than 10%
of the membranes will leak beyond
the borders in the late phase, and the
amount of leakage is minimal compared with that seen in AMD. Some
inactive membranes will stain only in
the late frames.
However, because other conditions
may present with similar staining on
FA, other modalities such as indocyanine green angiography (ICGA),
spectral-domain optical coherence
tomography (SD-OCT), and OCT
angiography (OCTA) may be useful.
ICGA. In patients with extensive
hemorrhages, ICGA can provide better
information than can FA about the

choroidal circulation, particularly
about the presence and status of
lacquer cracks, and ICGA can help
distinguish myopic CNV from AMD.
In myopic CNV, ICGA generally shows
an early small, hyperfluorescent area,
surrounded by a hypopigmented halo,
sometimes associated with lacquer
cracks.
OCT. SD-OCT can delineate the
retinal structure in different stages of
myopic CNV and helps to differentiate
it from conditions such as posterior
staphyloma, retinoschisis, thinned
choroid, posterior vitreous detachment,
macular atrophy, macular hemorrhage,
vitreomacular traction, or macular
hole formation. It can also be helpful in
identifying some inflammatory conditions such as multifocal choroiditis and
panuveitis.
• Choroid. Myopes are known to have
a significantly thinned choroid. This essential finding is usually associated with
sporadic large choroidal vessels with
defects at Bruch membrane.
• CNV. In the acute phase of myopic
CNV, a highly reflective area above the
RPE (CNV type 2) can typically be
seen, without or with minimal subretinal fluid (SRF). However, the use
of OCT alone may not be adequate in
distinguishing subretinal hemorrhage
caused by recent lacquer crack formation from that caused by myopic CNV,
which could result in unnecessary
treatment. Recent evidence shows that
leakage and exudative changes associated with myopic CNV were identified
on FA in up to 82% of cases, compared
with 48.6% with use of SD-OCT alone.
Thus, FA may be more reliable in confirming the diagnosis of acute CNV.9
OCTA. A study by Querques et al.
analyzed the utility of OCTA in detecting CNV and its morphological
patterns in eyes with PM. They found
a sensitivity of 90.48% and specificity
of 93.75% for detection of CNV in this
group of patients. They also reported
that the OCTA findings suggestive
of myopic CNV disease activity were
predominantly in a vascular network
pattern described as “tangled” or “interlacing.”10
Another study compared the effective
ness of OCTA to that of other imaging

methods for detecting CNV in patients
with suspected AMD, chronic central
serous retinopathy, or PM. It found that
OCTA had an overall sensitivity of 71%
and specificity of 81% compared with
FA and was particularly sensitive in
detecting type 2 CNV in AMD.11
Both studies noted that although
OCTA was an excellent aid in situations
of diagnostic uncertainty by FA or
SD-OCT, it has limitations, including
inability to show leakage, and should be
considered an adjunct to those tests.10,11
Management
Anti-VEGF therapy is considered the
first-line treatment for myopic CNV.
Ranibizumab (Lucentis) is the only
FDA-approved anti-VEGF agent for
this indication, although bevacizumab
(Avastin) and aflibercept (Eylea) are
often used off label. Verteporfin photodynamic therapy (vPDT) may be considered for cases in which anti-VEGF is
contraindicated.
Ranibizumab. Several studies propose a treatment regimen of a single
0.5-mg ranibizumab injection followed
by additional injections as needed (1+
PRN).12 Other studies suggest starting
with three monthly doses, followed by
as-needed treatment (3+PRN).13 However, the majority of clinical studies
with 0.5 mg of ranibizumab showed
consistent gains in best-corrected VA
(BCVA), regardless of the anti-VEGF
treatment regimen.2
The phase 2 REPAIR study (1+PRN)12
showed that 86% of patients had
improved BCVA, with 37% achieving a
gain of more than 15 letters. Moreover,
a marked decrease in central macular thickness (CMT) was seen at the
12-month follow-up.
Another pivotal study was the phase
3 RADIANCE trial, which compared
the efficacy of ranibizumab (group 1:
injection on day 1 and month 1+PRN;
group 2: day 1+PRN) versus vPDT
(PDT day 1+PDT or ranibizumab at
investigator’s discretion starting at
month 3). Ranibizumab was superior
in mean change in BCVA from baseline during 12 months of follow-up.
In addition, between 63% and 65% of
patients showed resolution of leakage
from the CNV.14

Aflibercept. The phase 3 MYRROR
study evaluated the safety and efficacy
of 2.0 mg aflibercept for the treatment
of myopic CNV. The dosing regimen in
the treatment group was 1+PRN. After
24 weeks, 39% of the treated patients
experienced a gain of more than 15
letters in BCVA and demonstrated a
decrease in CMT. These changes were
maintained for 48 weeks. The sham
injection group received aflibercept
for the first time at week 24; after that
injection they had a modest gain in
VA, substantially less than that in the
treatment group. These results support
early initiation of treatment to achieve
optimal visual outcomes.15
Bevacizumab. Several studies have
demonstrated the effectiveness of bevacizumab in treating myopic CNV. Although there is no standardized dosage,
the use of 1.25 mg of bevacizumab has
been reported to be safe in a 1+PRN
or 3+PRN regimen, with no marked
difference in efficacy between the two
treatment regimens.2
A recent retrospective comparative
study examined the efficacy of bevacizumab versus aflibercept. Both agents
were administered on a 1+PRN basis.
No significant differences were found
in VA outcomes; however, significantly
fewer injections were administered in
the aflibercept group, suggesting that it
has a more prolonged effect.16
Verteporfin photodynamic therapy
(vPDT). The VIP study examined the

effect of vPDT compared with placebo
in maintaining or improving vision.17
Although VIP yielded better visual
outcomes for vPDT at 12 months, later
studies suggest worsening after the
second year; at five years, chorioretinal
atrophy was seen in 83% of patients.18
Currently, this treatment should be
considered only if anti-VEGF therapy
is contraindicated.2
Follow-up and Prognosis
In a 1+PRN regimen (the preferred
approach in our clinic), the patient is
monitored every month for the next
three to six months with VA evaluation
and ancillary tests such as FA, SD-OCT,
or OCTA.1 The criteria for retreatment
are based on signs and symptoms of
CNV activity, including visual loss and

metamorphopsia, evidence of new leakage on FA, and persistent or increased
intraretinal fluid on OCT. If there are
no signs of active CNV, follow-up can
be extended to every three months
during the first year. Patients with
myopic CNV usually respond rapidly
to treatment, and recurrence is much
less frequent than in other neovascular
disorders such as AMD.
1 Wong TY et al. Br J Ophthalmol. 2015;99(3):
289-296.
2 Cheung CM et al. Ophthalmology. 2017;124
(11):1690-1711.
3 Silva R. Ophthalmologica. 2012;228(4):197-213.
4 Ohno-Matsui K. Br J Ophthalmol. 2003;87(5):
570-573.
5 Leveziel N et al. Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2012;
53(8):5004-5009.
6 Kumar A et al. Indian J Ophthalmol. 2017;65(2):
85.
7 Westheimer G. Proc R Soc B Biol Sci. 2008;
275(1653):2777-2786.
8 Tokoro T. Atlas of Posterior Fundus Changes in
Pathologic Myopia. Springer Japan;1998:22-31.
9 Leveziel N et al. Am J Ophthalmol. 2013;155(5):
913-919.e1.
10 Querques L et al. Br J Ophthalmol. 2017;101
(5):609-615.
11 Soomro T, Talks J. Eye (Lond). 2018;32(4):661672.
12 Tufail A et al. Ophthalmology. 2013;120(9):
1944-1945.e1.
13 Calvo-Gonzalez C et al. Am J Ophthalmol. 2011;
151(3):529-534.
14 Wolf S et al. Ophthalmology. 2014;121(3):682692.e2.
15 Ikuno Y et al. Ophthalmology. 2015;122(6):
1220-1227.
16 Wang JK et al. Sci Rep. 2018;8(1):14389.
17 Blinder KJ et al. Ophthalmology. 2003;110(4):
667-673.
18 Giansanti F et al. Retina. 2012;32(8):1547-1552.
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MORNING ROUNDS

“Doctor, My Son’s Eye Is Swollen!”

B

Baylor Scott & White Department of Radiology.

asar Cecil,* a healthy and active
4-year-old, was busy with his
daily task of building things out
of Lego bricks when his parents noticed
swelling around his right eye. Since he
also had a mild cough and intermittent
ear pain, his parents took him to his
pediatrician, who prescribed Keflex
(cephalexin) and an over-the-counter
allergy medication.
Much to his parents’ dismay, Basar’s
orbital swelling continued to worsen
over the next two weeks and even began
to spread to the left eye. He was then
taken to the family’s eye care provider,
who sent him straight to the emergency
department for further workup and
diagnostic testing.

found the following:
1
• Fullness of the
bilateral superior orbits along with right
hypoglobus.
• Fix-and-follow
vision in both eyes
with a symmetric red
reflex. (Basar’s limited
knowledge of letters
and numbers proCOMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY. Initial imaging of the orbits
hibited more detailed
revealed homogeneous soft tissue mass lesions bilaterally.
visual acuity [VA]
assessment, given that the emergency
abnormal homogeneous soft tissue
department was not equipped with Lea mass lesions in both orbits. The mass
symbol charts or HOTV charts. We
located in the right superior orbit
were unable to confirm an asymmetry
resulted in inferior displacement and
to his VA at this visit.)
slight flattening of the right globe with
• Equal, round, and reactive pupils
effacement of the superior aspect of the
Our Team Gets a Look
with no afferent pupillary defect (APD). superior rectus muscle. Multicentric
The presentation. The emergency
• Intraocular pressure of 15 mm Hg
masses also were noted in the left
department is where our team first met in both eyes.
orbit. There was no evidence of acute
Basar.
• Proptosis without periorbital ecchy- inflammatory changes in the visualized
His parents described recent “eye
mosis in both eyes.
fat. There was no extension into the
bulging” involving the right eye that
• Restricted ductions in all directions
cavernous sinus, no fluid collections,
had worsened during the past two
in both eyes, with greatest limitations
and no bone destruction or invasion.
weeks and now affected the left eye.
in supraduction bilaterally.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
They also told us that the referring eye
• Unremarkable anterior segment
with and without contrast demonstrated
care provider had said that their son’s
exam—including the conjunctiva,
similar results as the CT, with no assovision was worse in the right eye than
sclera, cornea, anterior chamber, iris,
ciated osseous destruction or invasion
the left.
and lens—in both eyes.
into the extraocular muscles.
The review of symptoms was
• Unremarkable dilated fundus exam,
unremarkable, other than the cough
with no signs of vitritis, retinitis, vascu- Thinking Through the
and intermittent otalgia. Basar had no
litis, or optic nerve abnormalities.
Differential
relevant past medical, surgical, family,
Initial workup. Computed tomograAt this point, we had a 4-year-old boy,
or ocular history.
phy (CT) of the orbits (Fig. 1) obtained
who had previously been healthy, pre
The exam. On examination, we
in the emergency department revealed
senting with reported worsening VA
and significant right hypoglobus. He
also had proptosis in both eyes, marked
BY MATTHEW RECKO, MD, SEAN WADLEY, MD, AND JAKE YOUNG, BS.
motility deficits in both eyes, and the
EDITED BY INGRID U. SCOTT, MD, MPH.
imaging findings that are described
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About the Disease
Granulocytic sarcoma (GS) is also
known as a chloroma due to its yellowgreen color (chlorine is a yellow-green
gas). It is an extramedullary tumor
of immature granulocytic cells that is
frequently accompanied by a diagnosis
of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and,
more rarely, chronic myeloid leukemia
or myelodysplastic syndromes.3 Basar
underwent a bone marrow biopsy and
was diagnosed with AML.
A chloroma can be detected before
other systemic signs or symptoms of
leukemia arise, as in this case. When
GS occurs in the absence of AML it is
referred to as primary or nonleukemic
myeloid sarcoma.3
GS can occur at any age and can
present as uni- or multifocal lesions in
several sites, including soft tissue, bone,
peritoneum, lymph nodes, the gastrointestinal system, genitourinary
tract,
Myeloperoxidase
Lysozyme
and central nervous system (CNS). Due
to the vast differences in location, the
presenting symptoms vary. Diagnosis
of GS with a known hematologic malignancy is generally straightforward;
however, primary GS may be misdiagnosed as frequently as 25%-47% of the
time.3
CT or MRI are appropriate as initial
imaging studies. Positron emission
tomography (PET) scans can be useful
for radiation therapy planning and
assessing disease progression.3 Even
though fine needle aspiration (FNA)
has been used for diagnosis, tissue
biopsy is the preferred method. The
specimen should be sent for immunohistochemistry, flow cytometry, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), and
molecular analysis.
If a hematologic disorder is suspected, a bone marrow biopsy should be
pursued.
Treatment
GS secondary to AML requires immediate systemic chemotherapy. This can be
combined with local radiation therapy
(RT).4 RT is not recommended without
systemic treatment but should be considered when rapid relief of symptoms
is necessary or in cases with CNS involvement. Local surgical excision can
be considered for rapid symptom relief,

Robert Rosa, MD

above. With this imaging
2
completed, we began to
work through the most likely
neoplastic, inflammatory,
and infectious etiologies:
• Neoplasms considered
were rhabdomyosarcoma,
neuroblastoma, leukemia,
lymphoma, Langerhans cell
histiocytosis (LCH), and vascular tumors.
• Inflammatory etiologies
considered included granPATHOLOGY. Tumor cells were stained with variulomatosis with polyangiious biomarkers.
tis, sarcoidosis, and NSOI
(nonspecific orbital inflammation).
tosis with polyangiitis and sarcoidosis,
• Infectious causes considered included even though Basar was not the typical
orbital cellulitis or an orbital abscess.
demographic. He exhibited no intraNaturally, we were most concerned
ocular inflammation or systemic signs
for a neoplastic process. His presenta(other than mild cough) that might be
tion could fit with rhabdomyosarcoma, consistent with these conditions.
as it is the most common primary
Infectious processes were moved
orbital malignant tumor of childhood,
down our differential. Signs of inpresenting acutely with similar exam
fection (such as warmth, erythema,
and imaging findings. However, this is
and pain) were absent. There was no
usually unilateral.
concurrent significant sinus disease,
Neuroblastoma was considered, as
no recent trauma had occurred in the
it is the most frequent source of childperiocular area, and no abscess was
hood orbital metastases, but Basar did
identified on imaging.
not exhibit orbital ecchymosis, pupillary
abnormalities, or the systemic sympContinued Workup and
toms typical of this diagnosis.
Diagnosis
Leukemia’s most common ocular
Initial blood work showed an immature
manifestation is leukemic retinopathy,
granulocyte lineage of cells in circuwhich includes retinal flame hemorlation without any cytopenia, which
rhages, white centered hemorrhages,
raised concern for marrow disease.
or perivascular infiltrates. Although
At this point, the hematology/onBasar exhibited none of these findings,
cology service was consulted, and the
a leukemic process was not excluded, as consulting physician recommended
it can involve solely the orbit.
CT of the chest/abdomen/pelvis to
There were no bony lytic lesions or
look for a primary malignancy along
bone involvement on imaging; thus
with an urgent orbitotomy with biopsy.
LCH was deemed less likely.
The imaging yielded no primary maThe contrast imaging was also inlignancy.
consistent with a vascular lesion.1
The following day, Basar underInflammatory processes, including
went orbitotomy and biopsy. The
orbital pseudotumor, were considered.
right superior mass was identified as
Orbital pseudotumor is more typically
a yellow-green, friable mass diffusely
a bilateral process in children, as opoccupying the superior orbit. Fresh and
posed to a unilateral process in adults.
frozen samples were sent for pathology.
It manifests with painful proptosis,
The tumor cells stained positively for
orbital edema and erythema. However,
CD15, CD56, and CD117 (Fig. 2), conit should be noted that this is a diagno- firming a tumor of myeloid lineage.
sis of exclusion.2
We reached a definitive diagnosis of
Other inflammatory diagnoses in
granulocytic (myeloid) sarcoma of the
the differential included granulomaorbit.

but it should be followed by systemic
chemotherapy.
There is no clear consensus as to
the ideal treatment of primary GS,
but case reports suggest that systemic
chemotherapy with cytarabine may be
successful.4
How’s He Doing?
Basar underwent several rounds of
systemic chemotherapy. At his six-week
follow-up, his VA was 20/80 in his
right eye and 20/40 in his left. He was
orthotropic and exhibited full ocular
motility. At his three-month follow-up,
VA was 20/30 in both eyes.
Basar is being monitored at regular
intervals by our hematology/oncology
service and, as of January 2020, the
disease remains in remission.
* Patient name is fictitious.
1 Rodrigues MC et al. Int J Radiol Radiat Ther.

CD682017;3(4):252-256.

CD117

2 Berger JW et al. Int Ophthalmol Clin. 1996;
36(1):161-177.
3 Yilmaz AF et al. Am J Blood Res. 2013;3(4):265270.
4 Bakst RL et al. Blood. 2011;118(14):3785-3793.
Dr. Recko is a pediatric ophthalmologist and Dr.
Wadley is a third-year ophthalmology resident;
both are at the Baylor Scott & White Eye Institute
in Temple, Texas. Mr. Young is a medical student
at Texas A&M University in Temple, Texas. Financial disclosures: None.
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DME Treatment
Evolves
A look at a decade of significant advances—
and a preview of what’s in the pipeline.
By Lori Baker-Schena, MBA, EdD, Contributing Writer

Jason S. Calhoun, COA

T

reating patients with diabetic macular edema (DME) is a complex endeavor. But for
the past 10 years, studies from the DRCR
Retina Network have provided clinicians with
valuable guidelines and insight into this leading
cause of visual loss in working-age adults.
To begin with, the network’s studies were
instrumental in establishing anti-VEGF agents as
first-line therapy for DME in visually impaired
eyes. More recently, the network confirmed that
anti-VEGF drugs could be used as rescue therapy
following observation or laser for DME with good
visual acuity (VA). Moreover, the studies have
helped define treatment algorithms for these medications, and they’ve refined the role of optical
coherence tomography (OCT) and other imaging
devices in evaluating disease.1
“For example, the DRCR Retina Network
reported that OCT results do not always reflect
vision outcomes,” said Neil M. Bressler, MD, at
Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore. “OCT
central subfield thickness tells us if there is worsening or stable or improving edema—but it
doesn’t necessarily tell us how the vision is doing.
Consequently, we realized we should not use OCT
as a surrogate of whether the patient is seeing well
or not. Instead we need to focus on what the VA
testing tells us about the patient’s vision. ”

A Revolution Begins
In 2010, the network published primary outcome
results from Protocol I, the first large randomized
clinical trial demonstrating that intravitreal antiVEGF was superior to focal/grid laser photocoagulation or intravitreal corticosteroids plus laser
for the treatment of DME.2 “This landmark study
definitively showed the effectiveness and superiority of a new alternative to laser photocoagulation
for DME,” said Dr. Bressler, chair of the network
from 2006 to 2012. “Focal/grid laser had been the
mainstay of treatment since 1985, when its benefit
was reported by the Early Treatment Diabetic
Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) Group.”
The revolution didn’t end with Protocol I. Here’s
an overview of four subsequent studies—Protocols
S, T, V, and U—plus an assessment of potential
new treatments.
Protocol S: Anti-VEGF Versus PRP
Rationale. Protocol S3 was designed to compare
panretinal photocoagulation (PRP) with antiVEGF therapy for proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR). However, thanks to its structure, the
study also revealed insights into the impact of
anti-VEGF treatment on DME.
Design. The study compared the safety and
efficacy of PRP with intravitreal injections of ran-
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ibizumab 0.5 mg (Lucentis) in patients with PDR.
Secondary outcomes included changes in visual
field, development of DME, and rates of vitrectomy for complications.
Findings. “At two years, we showed that
treatment with ranibizumab resulted in VA that
was noninferior to PRP treatment,” said Jeffrey G.
Gross, MD, at Carolina Retina Center in Columbia, South Carolina. “Secondary efficacy outcomes
in the ranibizumab group included decreased
need for vitrectomy and better visual fields at two
years, compared to the prompt PRP group.”
With regard to DME, fewer eyes in the ranibiz
umab group developed DME with visual impairment. In addition, for eyes with both PDR and
visual loss from DME at baseline, anti-VEGF
was given to both the ranibizumab and the PRP
groups—yet visual gain appeared to be greater
in the eyes receiving anti-VEGF without PRP,

Protocol T: Three Anti-VEGF Drugs
Rationale. Is one anti-VEGF drug more effective
than another in treating DME? Protocol T5 was
designed to provide some clarity and treatment
guideposts for clinicians on this matter.

Keep an Eye on the Big Picture
In the United States alone, 30.3 million patients
have diabetes, and another 84.1 million have
prediabetes.1 Globally, an estimated 463 million
adults have diabetes, and this is expected to
rise to 700 million by 2045.2
Holistic perspective needed. As Dr. Wells
pointed out, “Unlike AMD, diabetes is a systemic disease. Glucose and hypertension must
be controlled, as it makes a difference in the
impact on DR and DME. Consequently, ophthalmologists need to be involved from a holistic
perspective.”
Dr. Wells offered a practical example from
his own practice: “For example,” he said, “I
always look at the ankles of my DME patients
to see if they have leg edema and then follow
40
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up to see if they are taking diuretics. We often
see improvement in DME if the patient’s fluid
overload is reduced with diuretic therapy.”
The QoL challenge. And no matter which
current or emerging treatment is used, quality
of life is a top concern for patients with DME,
many of whom are still working, Dr. Grewal emphasized. “This is a key aspect when analyzing
the effectiveness of various agents for DME.”
1 CDC. National Diabetes Statistics Report 2017. www.
cdc.gov/diabetes/data/statistics/statistics-report.
html. Accessed Jan. 22, 2019.
2 International Diabetes Foundation. IDF Diabetes
Atlas 9th edition 2019. www.diabetesatlas.org.
Accessed Jan. 22, 2019.

The American Society of Retina Specialists. For full credit, see this article at aao.org/eyenet.

LASER. For many years, focal/grid laser was the
leading interventional treatment for DME.

suggesting that PRP might diminish the beneficial
effects of ranibizumab for the DME.
A follow-up study to Protocol S showed that
VA in most of the study eyes remained good at
five years and was consistent with the two-year
results.4 However, Dr. Bressler noted that these
results should be interpreted with caution since
more than one-third of the original participants
had died or did not return for the five-year visit.
Nevertheless, the ranibizumab group still had
lower rates of DME development with visual loss.
They also had less visual field loss at both two and
five years, although the difference in visual field loss
between the anti-VEGF and PRP groups diminished between the two- and five-year visits.
“These studies also showed that when DME
is present in an eye with PDR, it is cost effective,
as typically defined in developed nations, to use
ranibizumab as an alternative to PRP, since this
approach can treat both problems [PDR and
DME] simultaneously,” Dr. Gross said.
However, in DME eyes without visual impairment at baseline, anti-VEGF treatment was not
cost effective compared with PRP. This finding
does not reflect all potential benefits of anti-VEGF
therapy in this situation, since there were other
advantages to anti-VEGF treatment, including less
development of DME with visual loss and fewer
eyes undergoing vitrectomy for nonclearing vitreous hemorrhage or traction retinal detachment.

The American Society of Retina Specialists. For full credit, see this article at aao.org/eyenet.

“In developing the study, one of our hypotheses was that there would be differences in efficacy based on VA,” said John A. Wells III, MD,
at Palmetto Retina Center in Columbia, South
Carolina. Specifically, eyes with worse vision might
have thicker maculae as a result of higher intraocular VEGF levels, so a drug with the highest
VEGF-binding ability might prove more effective.
Design. The study provided a head-to-head
comparison between aflibercept (Eyelea), bevacizumab (Avastin), and ranibizumab for the treatment of center-involved DME in patients with a
VA of 20/32 or worse. In addition, the researchers
designed Protocol T so that if a difference among
the groups was noted, a preplanned secondary
outcome would determine the impact of baseline
VA. Focal/grid laser beyond six months also was
applied for eyes with persistent but stable DME
involving the center of the macula.
Findings. The investigators found that all three
agents improved vision in patients with DME,
and this improvement was maintained at two
years. However, the relative effect depended on
baseline VA. In eyes with better baseline vision
(20/32 to 20/40) there was no significant difference, on average, among the treatment groups
at one and two years. However, at worse levels of
initial VA (20/50 or worse), patients treated with
aflibercept were, on average, more likely to experience improvement in vision at year 1 compared
with those who received either bevacizumab or
ranibizumab. In addition, at the two-year mark,
those who received aflibercept were more likely
to experience improvements in vision than were
those who received bevacizumab.
“This study tells us that when you are treating
patients with DME-causing visual loss—of 20/32
or worse—in your practice, you should use the
(patient’s) VA at the time of initiating treatment
to help guide” the choice of agent, Dr. Wells said.
“Protocol T also showed us that persistent but
stable edema beyond six months is not associated

with visual loss, provided that anti-VEGF was
resumed if the VA decreased or the OCT central
subfoveal thickness [CST] worsened.”
Also of note, in eyes with better baseline vision,
bevacizumab reduced edema about 50% less,
on average, than the other two drugs through
two years. Even so, this did not translate to any
less gain in vision for bevacizumab-treated eyes
compared with the aflibercept or ranibizumab
group when 20/32 to 20/40 at baseline—another
example of the potential disconnect between OCT
CST outcomes and VA results.
“Yet even through two years, we did not see
a lot of severe vision loss” in eyes with chronic
persistent edema, Dr. Wells said. “This illustrates
that—unlike persistent thickening in neovascular
age-related macular degeneration [AMD], where
continued anti-VEGF therapy may be necessary
to avoid substantial VA loss—such visual loss may
not occur in eyes with persistent but stable DME.”
Protocol V: Aflibercept, Observation,
or Laser
Rationale. “Our goal historically has been to
intervene earlier in patients with DME to achieve
better outcomes,” said Carl W. Baker, MD, with
the Paducah Retinal Center in Paducah, Kentucky.
That is, he said, “treating an eye at 20/32 is more
likely to end up with a better level of VA than
treating an eye that walks in at 20/100, even if that
20/100 eye gains 3 lines of vision to 20/50 following anti-VEGF therapy. Yet what should a clinician
do if a patient with DME presents with good VA—
for example, 20/20? Is anti-VEGF superior to laser
or observation for those eyes?”
Dr. Baker added that, in the last 10 years, some
clinicians have initiated anti-VEGF treatment in
these patients despite a lack of supporting evidence
because they were concerned that visual outcomes
would be worse if anti-VEGF treatment was deferred. Enter Protocol V, the first large randomized
trial since anti-VEGF injections were approved

SHIFT TO ANTI-VEGF. (Left) Before and (right) after treatment of DME with aflibercept. Results such as
these have driven the shift to intravitreal injections of anti-VEGF medications.
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to evaluate management strategies for centerinvolved DME in eyes with good VA.
Design. Protocol V6 was designed to determine
whether initial close monitoring of DME patients
with good vision or starting with laser is a more
viable treatment strategy, provided that anti-VEGF
therapy is initiated as soon as vision loss is noted.
The study included patients with center-involved
DME and VA of 20/25 or better. The patients were
initially managed with aflibercept, laser photocoagulation, or observation. For the latter two strategies, aflibercept was initiated as a rescue treatment
if VA loss was noted during follow-up.
Findings. At two years, rates of VA loss of 5 or
more ETDRS letters were not significantly different among the three groups of patients.
“With Protocol V, we have found a paradigm
where we can observe some DME patients with
good vision and wait on treatment until we see
a decrease in vision, thus saving them from unnecessary intravitreal anti-VEGF injections. We
are becoming more comfortable monitoring them
and initiating treatment only when their vision
begins to decline,” Dr. Baker said.
He added, “At the end of the day, we have
learned that paying close attention to vision quality is the most appropriate driver of how we treat
DME patients with good vision.”
Protocol U: Persistent DME
Rationale. Protocol U7 added dexamethasone
(Ozurdex) to the mix in an effort to address the
persistent DME some eyes experience following
anti-VEGF therapy.
Design. The phase 2 trial involved patients with
a VA of 20/32 to 20/320 who all had received at
least three injections of ranibizumab. Eyes that
had persistent DME following these injections
were randomly assigned to receive dexamethasone
or sham as often as every three months. In addition, both groups continued to receive ranibizumab as often as every four weeks.
Findings. The addition of dexamethasone was
found to be more likely to reduce retinal thickness, but it did not improve VA at 24 weeks more
than continued ranibizumab therapy alone. It also
increased intraocular pressure.
“A message here is that clinicians should not
get frustrated if their patients aren’t experiencing
immediate results,” said Dr. Wells. “Persistent
DME after six injections is common, but visual
loss due to persistent DME is very uncommon.”
He added, “Protocol U showed that switching
to steroids, with its attendant risks, does not lead
to better vision outcomes than continuing antiVEGF therapy. I always tell my patients that they
can expect on average to require about nine to
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Initial Treatment:
IRIS Registry Results
Researchers assessed treatment patterns
for DME in 13,410 treatment-naive patients.
This chart presents initial treatment provided
within 28 days of diagnosis of DME.
Treatment

% of Patients*

Observation

74.5%

Anti-VEGF

15.6%

Laser

8.5%

Corticosteroids

1%

* The remaining patients received combination therapy (any combination of anti-VEGF drug, corticosteroid, or laser given within a two-week period).
Adapted from Cantrell RA et al. Ophthalmology.
Published online Oct. 23, 2019.

10 injections in the first year and five to six in the
second year to control the DME, as this was the
median number of injections given with all three
agents over two years in Protocol T. ”
What’s Next in Treatment?
While the current anti-VEGF treatment options
for DME are effective, they are short-acting,
noted Dilraj S. Grewal, MD, at Duke University in
Durham, North Carolina. Consequently, patients
must come in frequently, which has resulted in a
considerable increase in the treatment burden.
One outcome of this burden: loss to follow-up.
“This is especially true of patients who do not
receive any noticeable improvement after three
months of treatment and become discouraged,
even though the treatment effects take time,” Dr.
Grewal said. “Compliance is a huge challenge.”
A look at the pipeline. Drug manufacturers are
well aware of the need for longer-acting therapies,
Dr. Grewal said. “This is going to be the next big
shift in treatment.” He provided an overview of
several therapies in the pipeline:
Faricimab. In DME, angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) works synergistically with VEGF-A to drive
biological pathways that cause vessel permeability and inflammation. Faricimab (Genentech),
formerly known as RG7716, is the first bispecific
monoclonal antibody that simultaneously binds
to and neutralizes both Ang-2 and VEGF-A. “This
drug is designed to affect vascular stability, and its
phase 2 trials look promising,” Dr. Grewal said.
KSI-301. Kodiak Sciences has developed an

antibody biopolymer conjugate (ABC) platform
designed to maintain drug levels in ocular tissues
for a longer time than is currently available. KSI301, an anti-VEGF ABC, is designed as a first-line
treatment for DME.
Port Delivery System. This technology, from
Genentech, is designed to dispense ranibizumab
through a refillable, surgically placed implant to
achieve sustained delivery. “It has been studied in
AMD, and the next phase will move toward evaluating its efficacy in DME,” Dr. Grewal said.
AR-13503 SR Implant. This implant, from Aerie Pharmaceuticals, provides sustained release of
a small molecule inhibitor of both Rho kinase and
protein kinase C. The agent is thought to inhibit
angiogenesis, preserve the blood retinal barrier,
and reduce retinal fibrosis in DME. It is designed
to be administered once every six months via
intravitreal injection.
GB-102. An injectable depot version of the
anticancer drug sunitinib malate, GB-102 (Graybug) “binds to all VEGF receptors and has been
targeted for [treatment of] AMD and DME,” Dr.
Grewal said. This small molecule receptor tyrosine
kinase inhibitor blocks several intracellular receptors associated with angiogenesis, proliferation,
vascular permeability, and fibrosis.
RGX-314. Gene therapy is also being explored.
One example is RGX-314 (Regenxbio), a onetime subretinal treatment. It contains a gene that

encodes for a monoclonal antibody fragment; the
expressed protein is designed to neutralize VEGF
activity. Disease targets include AMD and DR.
PAN-90806. This once-daily anti-VEGF eyedrop, from PanOptica, is being evaluated for
neovascular eye diseases. Results from an initial
dose-ranging phase 1/2 trial released in October 2019 demonstrated a biological response as
monotherapy in treatment-naive patients with
wet AMD.8
AI—and more. Dr. Grewal also predicted that
artificial intelligence will help ophthalmologists
evaluate their patients with DME, determine the
best treatment strategy, and match this information with insurance coverage restrictions.
“In addition,” Dr. Grewal said, “we will be moving in a more holistic direction, linking patients’
eye treatment with their metabolic profile—all
through sophisticated smartphone apps.”
1 Sun JK, Jampol LM. Ophthalmic Res. 2019;62:225-230.
2 Elman MJ et al., for the Diabetic Retinopathy Clinical Research Network. Ophthalmology. 2010;117(6):1064-1077.
3 Gross JG et al. JAMA. 2015;314(20):2137-2146.
4 Gross JG et al. JAMA Ophthalmol. 2018;136(10):1138-1148.
5 Wells JA et al. N Engl J Med. 2015;372(13):1193-1203.
6 Baker CW et al. JAMA. 2019;321(19):1880-1894.
7 Maturi RK et al. JAMA Ophthalmol. 2018;136(1):29-38.
8 www.businesswire.com/news/home/20191010005814/en/
PanOptica-Anti-VEGF-Eye-Drop-Shows-Promise-Treatment.
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CODING & REIMBURSEMENT

SAVVY CODER

Code-a-Palooza—the Annual Quiz
That Can Make You a Coding Whiz

W

ith its game show–style
format and lively musical
soundtrack, Code-a-Palooza
is a highlight of the annual meeting.
Volunteers, drawn from the ranks of
attendees, form two teams that compete against each other and against
the crowd, which is encouraged to text
answers via mobile phone. All this makes
the quiz a fun way to identify gaps in
your coding knowledge. The event—
which is organized by the American
Academy of Ophthalmic Executives
(AAOE)—takes place each year at the
Academy’s annual meeting
Five Tough Questions From
Code-a-Palooza 2019
Test your knowledge. The five coding
questions below got the most incorrect
answers at last year’s contest.
First, try to recreate the Code-aPalooza ambience. For the right vibe,

line up a playlist that features songs by
The Police (for Q1), The Modulations
(Q2), Sammy Hagar (Q3), Van Halen
(Q4), and U2 (Q5).
Q1—“I’ll Be Watching You.” Which
of the following tests do not require
direct supervision?
A. B-scan (76512)
B. Visual evoked potential (95930)
C. Sensorimotor exam (92060)
D. Fluorescein angiography (92235)
Q2—“Worth Your Weight in Gold.”

The surgeon removes a gold weight
from a patient’s right eyelid. What is

the appropriate CPT code?
A. 67912–RT Correction of lagophthalmos, with implantation of upper eyelid
lid load (gold weight)
B. Not coded separately. It is included
in the postoperative period of 67912
or, if outside that post-op period, it is
included in the exam.
C. 67938–RT Removal of foreign body,
eyelid
Q3—“I Can’t Drive 55.” An established patient needs to renew his driver
license, and the Department of Motor
Vehicles (DMV) requires a visual field.
Is the practice entitled to payment for
this service—and if so, who pays?
A. The visual field is performed and
billed to the payer using ICD-10 code
Z04.8 Encounter for examination and
observation for other specified reasons.
B. Because it is required by the DMV,
the practice must absorb the cost.
C. If he is a Medicare patient, have him
sign an Advance Beneficiary Notice of
Noncoverage (ABN) prior to performing the visual field.
D. The patient is responsible for payment.
Q4—“Somebody Get Me a Doctor.”

If your practice is in a Health Professional Shortage Area (HPSA), when are
you required to use modifier –AQ?
A. Never. This modifier is no longer
recognized.
B. Never. Bonus payments are made
automatically.
C. Every time you submit a claim.

BY MATTHEW BAUGH, MHA, COT, OSC, OCS, OCSR, JENNY EDGAR CPC,
CPCO, OCS, OCSR, AND SUE VICCHRILLI, COT, OCS, OCSR.

Schedule a 2020
Chart Audit Today
A comprehensive chart audit is your
first line of defense for avoiding claim
denials and safeguarding reimbursements. The Ophthalmic Advisors
Group offers consultation services
from trusted Academy experts for
chart audits, coding, business management, and more. Hourly or on-site
daily appointments are available. Get
started at aao.org/consulting.

D.

Whenever the zip code area falls
partially within a non–full county
HPSA.
Q5—“I Still Haven’t Found What
I’m Looking For.” If you don’t have an

ophthalmology-specific list of ICD-10
codes (see aao.org/codingproducts),
you can waste a lot of time looking for
the right diagnosis code. What ICD-10
code(s) ought to be used for bilateral
upper and lower lid ulcerative blepharitis?
A. H01.01C
B. H01.01A + H01.01B
C. H01.011 + H01.012
How did you do? See the answers on
the next page.
Mr. Baugh is program manager of Revenue Cycle
Integrity and Quality Improvement Programs at
the John A. Moran Eye Center in Salt Lake City;
Ms. Edgar is Academy Coding Specialist; Ms.
Vicchrilli is Academy director of Coding and
Reimbursement.
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Coming in the next

®

Code-a-Palooza Answers
Here are the correct answers, plus the
most common incorrect answers from
Code-a-Palooza 2019.
1: C—Sensorimotor exam (92060).

Feature
Glaucoma ZAP, LIGHT, and
SALT: Take a look at three
recent glaucoma studies
that may change your
clinical practice.

Clinical Update
Comprehensive Visual
assessment after concussion: What’s new in this
murky, confusing field?
Retina Brolucizumab is on
the market. What you need
to know about this new
anti-VEGF medication.

Pearls
Ocular toxoplasmosis
Toxoplasma gondii is the
leading cause of posterior
uveitis worldwide. Familiarity with disease manifestation is the first step in proper management.

Savvy Coder
Coding Checklist When
billing for a comprehensive
eye exam, you’ll want to
keep this one-page checklist handy.

Blink
Take a guess at the next
issue’s mystery image.

For Your Convenience
These stories also will be
available online at
aao.org/eyenet.
FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION

Mark Mrvica or Kelly Miller
M. J. Mrvica Associates Inc.
856-768-9360
mjmrvica@mrvica.com
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The other three tests require direct
supervision. Remember “GDP” for the
levels of supervision:
• General supervision does not require
the physician to be in the suite while
testing takes place.
• Direct supervision requires that a
physician be in the suite and readily
available if assistance is required while
staff administer the test. The physician
does not physically need to be present
in the room while the test is performed.
• Personal supervision requires that
the physician be in the room during
testing.
Tests that do not designate a level of
supervision must typically be performed by the physician. Keep in mind
that commercial payers only recognize
direct supervision rules.
Most common mistake: 40% of the
audience gave the incorrect answer of:
A—B-scan (76512).
2: B—Not coded separately. It is
included in the postoperative period
of 67912 or, if outside that post-op period, it is included in the exam. There

is no code for removal of eyelid weights
or punctal plugs. During the postoperative period, there would be no charge.
If they were removed outside of the
global period, submit the appropriate
level of office visit.
Most common mistake: 50% of the
audience gave the incorrect answer of:
C—67938-RT Removal of foreign body,
eyelid.
3: D—The patient is responsible
for payment. “Required tests” are not

always covered by payers. Check with
individual payers as appropriate.
Most common mistake: 46% of the
audience gave the wrong answer of:
A—Visual field is performed and billed
to the payer using ICD-10 code Z04.8
Encounter for examination and observation for other specified reasons.
4: D—Whenever the zip code area
falls partially within a non—full county
HPSA. Perform due diligence in verify-

ing whether your location qualifies for
the HPSA incentive. Medicare consid-

ers inappropriate usage as fraudulent.
Monies will be recouped, and practices
may be turned over to the Benefit
Integrity contractors.
Modifier –AQ is required in the
following circumstances:
• When zip code areas do not fall
entirely within a designated full county
HPSA bonus area.
• When a zip code area falls partially
within a full county HPSA but is not
considered to be in that county based
on the USPS dominance decision.
• When a zip code area falls partially
within a non–full county HPSA.
• When a zip code area was not
included in the automated file of HPSA
areas based on the date of the data used
to create the file.
Most common mistake: 38% of the
audience gave the wrong answer of:
B—Never. Bonus payments are made
automatically.
5: B—H01.01A Ulcerative blepharitis
right eye, upper and lower eyelids +
H01.01B Ulcerative blepharitis left eye,
upper and lower eyelids. When added

as a sixth character to H01.01 (the
ICD-10 code for ulcerative blepharitis),
A, B, and C represent the following:
A: right eye, upper and lower eyelids
B: left eye, upper and lower eyelids
C: bilateral, upper and lower eyelids
Note: All three characters (A, B,
and C) can be applied in the same way
to codes H02.20 (unspecified lagophthalmos), H02.21 (cicatricial lagophthalmos), H02.22 (mechanical), and
H02.22 (paralytic lagophthalmos).
However, only A and B apply to
H01.00 (unspecified blepharitis),
H01.01 (ulcerative blepharitis), and
H01.02 (squamous blepharitis)—ICD10 keeps us on our toes!
Most common mistake: 50% of the
audience gave the incorrect answer of:
C—H01.011 + H01.012.
Don’t miss Code-a-Palooza! Be sure
to attend the AAOE program (Nov.
13-17) in Las Vegas at AAO 2020 (Nov.
14-17) and see how you do at CodeA-Palooza 2020. This year, registration
and hotel reservations for AAO 2020
(aao.org/2020) will open for Academy
and AAOE members on April 8. To
attend Code-a-Palooza, you will need
to buy an Academy Plus course pass.

Academy Notebook
NEWS • TIPS • RESOURCES

WHAT’S HAPPENING

Courtesy Las Vegas Sands Corp.

NEW In April: Register for
AAO 2020 and Book Your
Hotel
Starting April 8, Academy and American
Academy of Ophthalmic Executives
members can register and make hotel
reservations for Subspecialty Day (Nov.
13-14) and AAO 2020 (Nov. 14-17)
in Las Vegas. Nonmembers can do so
starting April 22. Find more information at aao.org/registration and aao.
org/hotels.
Remember: Registration for AAO
2020 is free if you are a member and
your 2020 membership dues have been
paid. Join or renew today at aao.org/
member-services.
Avoid scams: Use only the Academy’s
site. Several fraudulent companies pretending to be associated with the Academy and AAO 2020 may appear in web
searches or may have already contacted
you via email. They claim that they
can book hotel rooms or register you
for the Academy’s annual meeting, but
they are unaffiliated with the Academy.
To avoid scams, book hotel rooms and
registration only through links provided by the Academy. The official hotel
reservation provider for AAO 2020 is
Expovision.
If you are ever in doubt, email meetings@aao.org, call 1-415-561-8500,

MAKE YOUR ANNUAL MEETING PLANS EARLIER THAN EVER BEFORE. Academy
and AAOE members who are current with their 2020 dues may make AAO 2020
hotel reservations and register for the meeting starting April 8.

or contact Expovision at aaohotels@
expovision.com or toll-free at 1-866774-0487.

Be Heard at Mid-Year Forum
2020
The Mid-Year Forum (MYF) brings
ophthalmologists together to advocate
for political change on behalf of patients
and the profession. This year’s program,
held April 22-25 in Washington, D.C.,
offers opportunities to learn and make
an impact. It includes:
• sessions on hot topics, such as
physician payment, perspectives on
and implications of the 2020 elections,
emerging risk management issues, and
innovations in science and education;
• Congressional Advocacy Day, when
attendees and Academy facilitators visit
Congress and their staff members to
speak on key ophthalmic issues; and
• the Academy Council meeting, when
the Board of Trustees will speak about
its goals and priorities as well as give
Academy members a chance to offer
feedback.

Register today. To find additional
information on the program and to
reserve your spot, visit aao.org/myf.
The registration fee increases from
$225 to $325 on March 13, and preregistration is available through April 6;
Congressional Advocacy Day’s lobbying
events on April 23 are free to Academy
members.

Volunteer: Answer Questions
From the Public
The “Ask an Ophthalmologist” feature
of the Academy website (aao.org/eyehealth/ask-ophthalmologist) fields
questions from the public about eye
conditions and treatments.
The Academy is looking for volunteers with clear, concise writing
skills who have a knack for explaining
complicated topics in simple terms. If
you enjoy educating the public and can
spare an hour or so every few months,
consider raising your public profile by
volunteering as a clinical responder.
Learn more under Write at aao.org/
volunteering.
EYENET MAGAZINE
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TAKE NOTICE
A Request From EyeNet
In the next month or two, some of
you will be asked to participate in a
magazine readership survey conducted
by Kantar Media. If you are a fan of
EyeNet, please participate. Being ranked
among the most widely and thoroughly
read ophthalmic publications enables
us to secure funding for projects that
help you in the clinical realm and in
your practice, like the MIPS manual
(aao.org/eyenet/mips-manual-2020).

Check Out the Year in
Review
With continued dedication to advancing
ophthalmology and maximizing technology, Academy leaders, volunteers,
and staff achieved much in 2019. Read
the Year in Review to learn about the
Academy’s successes, including:
• launch of the AAO Ophthalmic
Education App,
• growth of monthly EyeSmart page
views to more than 3 million, and
• near completion of construction on
the new Truhlsen-Marmor Museum of
the Eye.
Learn more at aao.org/yearinreview.

Submit Your Research to
Ophthalmology Glaucoma
The Academy and American Glaucoma
Society have collaborated in producing
Ophthalmology Glaucoma to expand
publishing opportunities for this
booming subspecialty research area.
Upload your research today.
Get started at www.editorialman
ager.com/ogla.

OMIC Tip: Emergencies
and After-Hours Calls
Many ophthalmologists seek advice
about on-call issues. Some want to
know how to respond to queries from
the emergency department (ED) when
they are not on call. Others want to
know how to handle patients referred
from the ED to their practice for postdischarge care. To help answer these
and other questions, OMIC provides
information about the basic obligations
that physicians have under the federal
48
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D.C. REPORT

Hospital Outpatient Department
Fee-for-Service Prior Authorization
Starting July 1, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services will
adopt prior authorization for some procedures performed in hospital
outpatient departments. Blepharoplasty is among the services that
are subject to this policy as a condition of Medicare facility payment.
The prior authorization process only applies to claims paid under
Medicare’s Hospital Outpatient Prospective Payment System. Services
provided outside of the hospital outpatient setting, such as in the
physician office or in an ambulatory surgical center, are not subject to
the prior authorization process at this point.
Under the new policy, hospitals must submit prior authorization
requests for provisional affirmations of coverage before an otherwise
covered outpatient service is furnished to Medicare patients. This pro
cess must be initiated before the claim is submitted for processing;
failure to do so will result in claim denials.
Despite significant documentation requirements—including estab
lishing that the service meets applicable Medicare coverage, coding,
and payment rules—CMS says provisional affirmation does not guar
antee the facility receives payment. The agency reserves the right
to deny claims for services based on technical requirements that
can only be evaluated after the claim has been submitted for formal
processing or information not available at the time the prior authori
zation request is received.
CMS says that expedited reviews can be requested when delay
could seriously jeopardize beneficiaries’ life, health, or ability to regain
maximum function.

law known as EMTALA (the Emergency
Medical Treatment and Active Labor
Act). OMIC also provides guidance
specifically on the ophthalmologist’s
role in emergency care, with a focus on
on-call and follow-up duties. Both can
be found at www.omic.com/emtala.
To help ophthalmologists make
medical decisions on the basis of the
limited information obtained over the
telephone, OMIC provides a form at
www.omic.com/after-hours-contactform-and-recommendations. Click
“After hours contact form and recommendations” to download it.
Note: There may also be state laws
or regulations governing ED care as
well as duties imposed by hospital
medical staff bylaws or HMO contracts.
Ophthalmologists should verify their
understanding of these other laws and
regulations to make sure that they are
in compliance.
OMIC offers professional liability in-

surance exclusively to Academy members,
their employees, and their practices.

MEMBERS AT LARGE
New Teaching Site
In October, Steven Bloom, MD,
launched Retina Rocks (www.retina
rocks.org). The website is a free opensource retina teaching collection with
more than 23,000 multimodal images
and 3,800 annotated references that are
organized alphabetically by topic into
360 sections. You must have a Google
account to view and download the
images.

ACADEMY RESOURCES
View the Latest Clinical
Guidelines
The Academy Ophthalmic Technology
Assessments evaluate new and existing procedures, drugs, diagnostic and

screening tests for safety, and clinical
effectiveness. Review the most recent
assessments: Binocular Treatment for
Amblyopia and Autologous Serum–
Based Eye Drops for Treatment of Ocular
Surface Disease.
Find these and other assessments at
aao.org/ota.

AAO 2020: International
Attendees May Need to
Obtain a Visa

Practice Forms Library is an AAOE
membership benefit.
Access the forms at aao.org/
practice-management/practiceforms-library.

MEETING MATTERS

Use the Right Forms for
Practice Business

Attend the 2020 Ophthalmology Business Summit,
March 14-15

Need a form for your practice? AAOE,
the practice management arm of the
Academy, has compiled more than 100
ophthalmic medical practice documents
—shared by AAOE members—for you
to use. The Practice Forms Library
includes sample forms, policies, checklists, and procedures for business and
financial operations, patient information, examinations, HIPAA, human
resources, job descriptions, and practice
protocols. All of the forms are de-identified and can be modified to suit your
practice. AAOE features new additions
to this library in its weekly e-newsletter, Practice Management Express. The

Recent reimbursement decreases
make practice efficiency more crucial
than ever. Ruth D. Williams, MD, the
Ophthalmology Business Summit
opening session speaker and Academy
past president, will kick off the third
annual summit focusing on practice
health, efficiency, and culture. You’ll
leave this solutions-oriented program
with new tools and tactics for sustaining a healthy, viable practice. Physician
leaders and practice administrators
who attend as a team will realize the
most benefit.
Find the curriculum at aao.org/busi
ness-summit.

If you are traveling to the United States
to attend AAO 2020 in Las Vegas, you
may need a visitor visa. There are several
steps to apply for a visa, so get started
early.
To help you obtain travel documents,
the Academy has created an online tool
that will create a personalized letter of
invitation to attend AAO 2020.
Visit aao.org/visa.

Submit an AAO 2020
Abstract
Contribute your expertise to the
world’s most comprehensive ophthalmology meeting. The online submitter
for AAO 2020 paper/poster and video
abstracts opens on March 12 and closes
on April 14.
The online abstract submitter for
instruction courses and Skills Transfer
labs closed on Jan. 14.
Learn more at aao.org/presenter
central.

EyeNet Gives You
the Full Picture

Your Response Matters

Poll-topping, digestible coverage
of all things ophthalmologic
EyeNet
®

JANUARY

2020

A Growing Pandemic

What to Do
About Myopia

Watch your inbox during April
for the Kantar Readership
Survey—and please reply!

Your one-stop shop for the following:
• In-depth clinical information in Pearls, Clinical
Updates, and Features.
• Bite-sized research summaries in News in Review
and Journal Highlights.
• Intriguing mystery cases in Morning Rounds and Blink.
• Practice management tips from the experts in
Practice Perfect and Savvy Coder.

AMD Patients See Benefits
From IOL Surgery
Shingles on the Rise
A Clinical Guide to HZO
MIPS 2020
What’s New on Jan. 1

01_Cover_F.indd 1

2020.eyenet.HALF_H.indd 1
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• Thought-provoking editorials in Opinion and Current
Perspective.

Visit Us Online
aao.org/eyenet
Write to Us
eyenet@aao.org
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BLINK
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Varun Shrestha, MD, Sagarmatha Chaundhary Eye Hospital, Lahan, Nepal.

MYSTERY IMAGE

WHAT IS THIS MONTH’S MYSTERY CONDITION? Visit aao.org/eyenet to make your diagnosis in the comments.

LAST MONTH’S BLINK

Emulsified Silicone Oil Droplets

A

55-year-old man visiting from Saudi
Arabia broke his glasses and presented
to an optometrist for a new prescription
and for mild pain in his right eye. He was found
to have elevated intraocular pressure (IOP) of 52
mm Hg in that eye and was sent urgently to the
ophthalmology department. The patient had a
history of retinal detachment in the right eye, and
silicone oil had been placed two years ago.
Slit-lamp examination showed normal anterior chamber depth without inflammation (Fig.
1), but silicone oil was seen in his vitreous cavity.
Visual acuity in the patient’s right eye was 20/60
with trace injection, and his IOP was 44 mm Hg.
Gonioscopy was performed, revealing that the
angle was open to the scleral spur in the temporal, nasal, and inferior quadrants. The superior
quadrant (Fig. 2) was notable for small, emulsified silicone oil droplets (Fig. 3). The patient was
started on topical antiglaucoma drops (Cosopt
and brimonidine), and his IOP improved to 21
mm Hg after 90 minutes and two rounds of the
drops. He was seen one week later for consideration of silicone oil removal; however, he elected
to return to Saudi Arabia for this procedure.

1

2

3

MD, COLE ROJAS, MD, ALEX PLEET, MD, AND ANDREA BIRNBAUM, MD, DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, FEINBERG SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY. PHOTO BY CASON MOORE,
DEPARTMENT OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, NORTHWEST-

WRITTEN BY RUSSELL HUANG, MD, ALISA PRAGER,
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ERN UNIVERSITY.

DISCOVERY
Wills Eye Welcomes
Dr. Jose S. Pulido

We are honored to announce that
renowned clinician-scientist and Wills
alumnus Dr. Jose S. Pulido, will be
joining the Vickie and Jack Farber Vision
Research Center at Wills Eye Hospital.
Dr. Pulido’s research interests include
vitreoretinal infectious and inflammatory
diseases and ocular oncology, especially
metastatic uveal melanoma. He has
published nearly 350 peer-reviewed
ophthalmic papers, numerous books,
book chapters, editorials, and over
100 abstracts. He will be named the
Larry A. Donoso Endowed Chair and
the Director of the Henry and Corrine
Bower Memorial Laboratories for
Translational Medicine.
We welcome Jose
back to the Wills Eye
family and look forward
to his exciting work in
transforming basic
science discoveries
into ground-breaking
clinical treatments.

840 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107 /

www.willseye.org /

Jose S. Pulido, MD,
MS, MBA, MPH

877.289.4557

Fixated on Stability. Focused on Outcomes.1
NO TRADEOFFS IN SIGHT.*
enVistatoric.com • 800.338.2020
*Both rotational stability and quality of vision/visual acuity are important for a toric IOL.

INDICATIONS: Indicated for primary implantation in the capsular bag of the eye in adult patients for the visual correction of aphakia in adult patients and corneal
astigmatism following removal of a cataractous lens for improved uncorrected distance vision. WARNINGS: Physicians considering lens implantation in patients
with pre-existing conditions, or in the event of surgical difficulties at the time of cataract extraction, should weight the potential risk/benefit ratio. Rotation of enVista®
toric IOL away from the intended axis can reduce the astigmatic correction. Misalignment greater than 30° may increase postoperative refractive cylinder.
PRECAUTIONS: Do not attempt to resterilize this lens. Do not use if the packaging is damaged or if there are signs of leakage. Do not store lenses at temperatures
over 43°C (110°F) or lower than 0°C (32°F). Do not reuse the lens. Safety and effectiveness of the enVista toric IOL have not been substantiated in patients
with conditions and intraoperative complications as outlined in the enVista toric IOL Directions for Use. ADVERSE EVENTS: As with any surgical procedure,
risk is involved. Potential adverse events accompanying cataract or implant surgery may include, but are not limited to, the following: corneal endothelial damage,
infection (endophthalmitis), retinal detachment, vitritis, cystoid macular edema, corneal edema, pupillary block, cyclitic membrane, iris prolapse, hypopyon, transient
or persistent glaucoma, acute corneal decompensation, toxic anterior segment syndrome (TASS). Secondary surgical interventions include, but are not limited to:
lens repositioning, lens replacement, vitreous aspiration or iridectomy for pupillary block, wound leak repair, and retinal detachment repair. CAUTION: Federal
law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician. ATTENTION: This is not all you need to know. Please refer to the Directions For Use labeling for a
complete listing of indications, full risk and safety information, clinical study information, etc.
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